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' OHàPTBR I:. I
Ihtrodud t ion^ ■   -

The first sucoessfUl attempt to explain thé elect- ^
rleal and thermal properties of metals was made by the j
Drudé̂ L̂orentz; theory at the beginning of this century# J
According to Brude, certain electrons were free to move |
from atom to atom throughout the metal and it. was those I

electrons which undertook the conduction of eiectricity 
and heat# Thé electrons were then treated as a -%aŝ ^

'1and in order to apply the statistical theory of gases
to such an electron cloud Lorentz postulated hisr well- <|
known assumptions# The theory was immediately success^ 3

-Iful in the derivation of the Wiedemann^FranÈ law, rélat- 1
■ 'Iing the electrical and thermal conductivities # • The |

mag or drawback to the theory lay In the evaluation of ^' , X
the electron specific heat. Lorents had ascribed to

i
the electrons a Maxwell distribution of velocities, the !
only reasonable choice at that time# On such a picture t
the electron specific heat was large and such an addition 
to the specific heat completely destroyed the agreement 1
of Debye's theory with the experimentally observed specific :
heated

The theory remained in this state until the discovery %
by Pauli, in 1925, of the Pauli Exclusion Principle# In j
its simplest form the Principle states that in an atom 
not more than two electrons can have the same three quantum
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■ niM ' ■ This éllôw&d/Diẑ ào ’'and- Permit/ 'working-'î  
eptlVi to devèlop the Çtatistios of pàrticléë obeying such 
a'principle and gave birth to the Fermi^Blrac 'statistica-#
Thé use of the new statistics enabled the discrepancy In ^
the 'Specif ic heuts to be e%)iained# Pauli was able to ■ 
account for the .paramagnetism of the alkal#metàls?rand 
it was left to Sommerfeid to consider the problems; nf 
transport phenomena in the light of the Fèrmi^irac : stat
istics^

Such were the foundations of the modern electron 
theory of metals:#- The modern development ' of the-theory 
was begun by Bloch, Sommerfeid, Bethea Pèièrls^andi^ilsdn#
It is based on the qu.ahtum--niechanical analysis of the mot
ion of àn eléétron in the periodic field of â crystal 
lattice# Gohsidered from this point of vie#,/ the 'elec
trons in a metal are distributed Over a number of allowed 
enerĝ r bands# forbidden bands occurring in the regions 
between#the allowed energies# Most of these allowed bands 
are filled completely by the electrons, and it is only the 
electrons which are contained in incompletely filled bands 
which contribute to thé resultant current# it is these 
electrons which are regarded as *̂freê * in conduction theory# 
This <piotUre of n also enables Us to Nab tain â be tter
understanding of the -mehn free patĥ ' of an electron# a 
quantity which is treated as an arbitrary parameter In

thé" Bommerfeld theory# It can be shown that iK â< porfeOt,
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rigid"'pry81al lattio% theUe would be no rêèlhtahoé tp the 
motion ôf an electronf However, a finite free path (and 
hence finite resistance ) is caused by the thermal motion
of the lattice* This free path, of the order of the wave-

. Silength of sou##/; waves in; the crystal, increases with de-
- ' 'creasing temperature* The free path, however, does not ;;
 ̂ \ Iincrease indefinitely with lowering temperature, but attains ÿ;
: . .: , Ia constant residual value which is determined by the pres-

iéncé of lattice defects and impurity atoms in the crystal*
;■ ' " ai “ Recently several Russian authors have questioned the ;;
: fundamentals of the theory, but broadly speaking# thé theory s
■ explains many of the properties of metals,' The best ÿ
■' , # results are obtained when the monovalent elements are be- J

ing Considered i here there should be one conduction eleo*- g
•: tron per atom, all the electrons being contained in the |
Y » .î Same energy band* In multlvalent metals the conduction g

ielectrons may be contained in more than one band* #hen g
this is the casé# many of the assumptions made in the theory #
are no longer approximately true and the model then gives |
only a Beml-quahtitatiVe description of the metal properties* 'g

; Another complicating fàctor with multivalent metals Is the |
' ' Ipresence of a lattice heat carrent. in general, the mono-

: valent metals are good electronic heat conaaCtors. Poorer /
electronic condactors, such as hiermlth, have afisôoâatea with /.
them" a'lattice component of thermal oonGluctivity. This

■ . : 
prOhlem led to an extension hy Makinkon of the earlier /" " " ' . j



wdrk;'by B o W e r f - lie Cuoooeded fn showing:' .'#
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that the lattice heat current in some metals can he appreo- 
iahle# and also that the départuré- of .the lattice from équi--:| 
libriuÂ affects the eleotronio heat current, especially at 
iow-témperatureçr

Even with the monovalent metals, discrepancies between 
theory and experiment occur* The reversal of sign of the î

Ithermo-electric power, of caesium and the abnormal sign of |
' -the- thermo-electric power of lithium and copper are still ÿ

largely unexplained* Therê  also exists Quantitative-•dis
agreement with metals such as sodium and pothssium, reported f 
by MacDonald and Pearson* Theoretical investigations of | 
thermo-electric power have been comparâtively few during I

Sthe past fifteen years# Sbndheimer has considered trans- |
port properties in metals, solving a certain integral equat-'
ion by the variational method and obtaining expressions for

' . . , . . the electrical and thermal conductivities: ànd thermd’̂electric ?:
power in terms Of infinite determinants* ' Sondhelmér has -
also extended Makinsoh's work and obtained an interpolât- *|

&
ion formula for the thermo-electric power which reduces to |i

1the usual expressions at very high or very low temperatures* |
Lately# more theoretical papers on thermo-eie.ctric power •:|

-Ihave- been appearing* .Fréderikse and Gûreyich/hâve pointed
out that the departure of the lattice from CQuillbrium

' Imight play an important role in the thèrmo-clçctric effects,
§and it was therefore decided that it might be worth while

•s



to extend Malclnson's work to its logical conclusion and 
détermine thé effect bn thè: thèrmovelèctfIc' power#

During the past ten years sèmi-conductor research 
has expanded greatly and raised many hew problems* One 
of the more interesting problemB appeared to be that raised 
by Lark-Horovits and co^wbrkers at Purdue ünivéfsity*
They found that the thermo-^electric power of bertath semi- 
oonduoting samples showed a sharp increase at low températ
ures# reach a maximum and then decreased towards sero with 
the temperature# Such an effect had hever been observed 
in metals# This increase could not be explained by the 
cdnventiohal thebrÿ of thermo-electric powér#

Sbndheimer and Howarth have considered electronic 
conduction in polar semi-conductors where the optioal 
branch of the lattice vibrations scatter the electrons 
predominantly# The variational solution of the transport 
equation is again used. However# Wilson's work on the 
sèçbnd order electrical effects in metals has never been 
extended to the elemental sémi-cbnductbrs. Xt was felt, 
therefore# that this should be done and, that Makinson's 
work on the lattice thermal conductivity should be applied 
to semi-conductors. From this point, it was hoped to 
proceed to an explanation of the increase In thermo-elec
tric power#
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 ^hé : '  and eemi'-oèhdwtona: - whloh
wé wish to darlvèd" Wl the tasia of
the f dlldwihg t W  #Odel%# - The . of
a métal îe the development of the free eZeo tnoh model 
of Sommerfeid# The model of a eemi«*conductor Is due 
tO'^Wilsom

In à metal the ̂ electrons are treàtèd $0 a 
"ffèé*̂  electron-gaei- ' The electrons are oonsidered to 
hè npnmkinter#çti freê  and Independent nwtihle# moiling 
ih-a- field of constant potential ^ . produced̂ :hÿ-- the
i O W  of''-the" metallic lattice# The ■̂ potentlad-̂ 'Wili.'Tary 
in "the ne ighhoùrhood of "the metal surf aoey, / i>ntthis- 
latlon is neglected# - If: the -electron momèntuit vector 
is"’pÿ then thé #tai energy of an electron#-"mass m# 
moving In the interior of the metal is

m

The prohlem is to find the energy levels of an 
electron where Its potentlal energy-has- the form shown in 
figure (l)# We take'as the gero of energy# the value of 
the potential energy Inside the metal^ we writef̂Z '• ̂"t" — — "■  ̂̂ *'

rrt

it is sufficient to détermine only the ener# level
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denaity and It turnd o%t tha6' thla denatty Is the same 
as’that of ’'the ;p#tleie'in a hdSJ' 'isnohléra:*;. The 
numheï* - 6f' levela',f dZy. with ehengles- ■between # and B+dl

a( Z = -^v?. V / x - .

«

where V is the volume of the metal and Mils Ktahck^ s 
constant# The electrons in Ic métal form a strbhgly 
degenerate quantum gas and so mast he descÿîh&d hy the 
PèrmiWiraÇ distribution function i)% (B)# where

X(xr") =_____ /___- (2# 104)

where T is an adjustable parameter# k is the goltm!- 
mannlr; constant and T is the absolute temperature*
Hence the number of électrons* dn* with energies between 
E and BfdB is

f<TT J

■ At the absolute zero of temperature* we see from
(8%106) that ^

” ŷT j y O ̂  ^  y

Hence from (8*106) it Is seen that at the absolute zero 
all the energy leVel 8 below  ̂are completely filled* 
all those above / are completely empty (figure (1))* 
The ":’<|uantitŷ ”̂Ĵ' is' known ' as- the: :'Permit ̂ energy*:' ^If#

I
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8 v  :
' ' . , . ' ' ' is the totàl^ ïiaiïïbér of ëleo tî*ohe ' âiïâ ̂ïf we Introduce - ÿ
' ' ' ' . . ' ' ' thè Electron density n # dn Intégrâtli% (8ï 106) . M

wé ohtàln - ,
y (8

dépends only on the pàntiôle density# Stnictly 
8#hking# we shonld have written / as / (its yalué 
ât" ÿ hnt a deterfnlhation of / ât finite tëmpei*̂  
atnnes shows thât J vailles very slowly with témpëî atüra, 
a variation that we shall neglèoti, the levels ahbve J' 
heing hnoèdupiedf àh electron éicOitéd from a lo#]:̂  
state is free to move through the metal; Those ëlec* 
trons with energies in the neighbourhood of X ;> 1# e; 
the électrons at thé tallof the Fei#i distrihùtion# 
are easily raised to the oohdubtidn l#elâ'-ahd/it'i# 
those elèotrohs which are important in conduétloh theory* 

The Sommérfeld picture presented so far# is# of 
course# oVerWsimplified# The electrons do not môVè 

: in a constant potential field hut are suhièçt to a
periodic field arising from the periddioity of the 
lâttiée% introduelng the electron wave Vêctôr k hy 
means of

 ̂  ̂— (8*108) 

we "seethat (##10B) "become s
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and that a plot pf B versus Js is à continuous; pafahola 
('figure (9)) for ■ p  rfectly free electrons-#

The one^elactron wave functions haVe the form
/ r I, CO. ̂ (84110)

' . i t

where ̂  is the position vector and ^  has the priod^ 
ipity of the latticé# The Spmmerfeld- theofy . opr'̂  
responds : to ^  heing constant# the energy dependence 
of the free electron on k being given hy (9il09)#

' 06ing-to tl%e other extreme ai3d considering the case of 
tightly hound inner shell electronet it tdrns out that 

is praot icaily independent of %  and la equal to 
the inner shell waÿe function of the free atom# In 
the intermediate case# which Is the case ooyerihg most 

, metals# is neither completely constant nor is it 
Ippaiised to the nucleus» The energy-1(h)-dSï npt 
continuous hut exhihits the property of ̂ ĥandirp*̂  #

■ that is# it is cpntinubUB for some values -of "k hut at
certain values of k#- discontinuities appear#

This handing of energy levela has hèen cpnëidar*̂  
éd in detail hy aigreat many authprsi Bloch ppn^ 
eidered the effect of displaoing the ions from their 

}: regular positions in an ideal lattice# the--displace*-
ment8 heing small compared to thé latties spacing#

f

; fie was able to analyse tbê  soatteî ing of tlie Bloch



, 3.0» '
waves# solving the Bçhrôdingér ¥/avé equation using 
a potential equal to the difference of the potential 
of the ions in their actual positions and in their Ideal 
lattice positions# this potential being treated as a 
small pépturbàtion* Kramërs has solved the Schroainger
equation and shown that when the potehtlal is* periodic#

 ̂ !
the eigenvalueB of the egiation exhibit band structure*
Kronig and Penney have discussed the solution of the 
particular case where the periodic potential Is of the 
**Bquare^welltype;

The energy spectrum now has the form shown in i
figure (sj# the discontinuities of energy appearing 
at values of k which have a particular dependence on 
the lattW constant* The band picture has the 
appearance of figure |4a)V Here thé lowest bapds 
are completely filled# Such is the case of à métal*
Thé situation when the lowest bands are completely 
occupied is discussed in ̂

■ ' One important oonolusion follows frçm the do- 
tatied ■guanturo-meçîhanical treatment* is' that the
simple Sommerfeid- treatment of -condnptidn'phenomena 
remains true within certain limits"» $he fie rfeotlÿ 
free electrons of this theory have an energy proporf. 
ttonal to the sgnare of their wave vector, This 
remalne approxlmatOly -true- for electrons moving- in



a lattice but equation X^;109) must be replaced by
X L (s.Ill)
/?/rj *

In equation (2#111) represents à certain effective
mass, of the ofdor of, but not nécèssafily equal to 
the mass of à eléçtfon# It is of interest to 
note that^m may assume negative Values; For 
accelefatlon in the x-*difection, the effective mass 
is given by

(9;119)

v/hefe kjt is thé x-component of k* As may be 
Béen from figure (8) this quantity can be negative 
when the electron is near ' the top of thé band*
The situation may then be treated as though the èlec*̂
tron had positive mass and charge* This is not dif^ 
ficUlt to understand when it Is realised that sihce the 
électrons are in à nearly filled band, excitation to 
à higher band results in a hole of positive charge 
in the valency band* Heisenberg has shown that' it 
is possible to replace the wave equation for the elec- 
trons in a nearly filled band by an approximate wave
equation for the holes in the band# The above affords
an explanation of the andmolous sign of the Hall con»̂  
stant in some metals#

It is evident, then, that this model of quasi*- 
electrons applies most qlosely to the monovalent
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mëtâ#S''%hëre"-':the %bOndûĈ  ̂ eiéôtroîih arëvéontained ̂
to â̂ éiiigtè' energy bmn&# îh imltïV^ënt ;me thé 
eieqtrbhs^ àré bbntaihed in more than one energy bandf̂  
The model ̂ then givèë semi^qatofcttattoé ̂ deBcri^ 
of ôohdnotion phenomena, n #totlty. SUGh'aŝ 'm;' 
then being treated as- representing a oertato average 
Of the effective mWoqa of the eléotronâ/to; their;'- 
varions bandOy.

We oan now diaonss' what- happens when,' the - 
l o w é è t  e n o f ' g y ^ b a n d a  - O f  ' - a  ' e o i i d - '  a r e  c o w i e t e i y ' = f i i i e d  ■ 

by'"jcieotron%^-"and^:next -allowed'band ia\ empty#'
(fl^re- ":fhe- boIid-'lB < thèn either hnvtoenif#
ato%'. or'to' ihtrin§$c:- Oemivoondhctor#^ •

betwéèn''thesé'" t w ^  ‘qualitatives' 
factor' is:-thé’ width':b#-the-forbidden'bandg^/ ■ '-Thia 
energy gap in of the order of One electron-volt in 
eemi^condnctqre, while in insnlatorB it lies bètweén 
5 and 10 eiectrpn*?-volts¥ Thus the application of a 
weak electrostatic field, might Induce the èlèctrona 
in an intrinsic semiACondUctor to jump to unoocupied 
levels and 00 give rise to conduction*; Qn thè other 
hand#" and extremely strong electric field woUld have 
to be applied to induce trànsitione of electrons to 
unoccupied levels in a dielectric# Hence crystàîs
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Vfith completely filled bands ape either intPihsiO 
aemt^condactors or insulators even though the eleo- {?!
trons are wahdOring throughout the volume of the
crystal; "

- -
The 8emi-*ooncluotorB ivith which we are primarily 

interested in this thesis# are the impurity ;sêti*- 
obnduotors; The structure of. crystal is not complete-* 
ly periodic# The rupture of the periodicity may

; i ' 'arise from lattice defects or from a random dis
tribution of impurity atoms throughout the crystal#
Hende# superimposed on the periodic crystal potential, . i:

/ A '
is the potential arising from the presence of the ^
impurities * This ̂ Împuritŷ  ̂potential varies smooth
ly over the" lattice * #ames and Slater have con** 
sidered the quantum^mechanical treatment of this 
problem* nsing perturbation methods, and treating the
hevf potential as a small perturbation, it is found ,li

- ,
that allowed energy levels artsa in the forbidden band 
(figure 4{c))S If these i%urity levels are occupied 5
by electrons, and if the energy gap between them and
the conduction band is not too large, then it is

 ̂ ■ ■ , ■ '  ■ ■ ■possible for electrons to be thermally excited into
the allowed conduction band* In such an impurity
semi-oonductor, the levels lying just below the con-*
auction band are called %onor** lévëla# The impurity



atoms are of 'some pehtavaient element and the crystal 
is an n-typG seml-Gohduoto

Figure #(d) Illustrates the situation In a p-type 
sémi-oonduotor. Here the impurity levels lie just * 
above the top of the ' last filled band# if - these , 
disdrete olectronic levels are unoccupied# electrons from 
the filled band may be excited to the lowest uhOdcUpied 
levël^ Excitation' leqyeS a hole In the filled band#
The holes behave like free positively charged electrons 
and; hole conduction occurs# In a p-type semi"-ddnductor, 
thé impurity atoms are generally of some trtvalént 
element and the impurity levels are termed acceptor 
levels;■ ■

$n a metal the electrons form-a' highly 'de*- 
generate elèctron gas obeying the Pauli principle and 
so must be described by the Fermi-Dirac Statistics#
In à' donor impurity semi-conductor# however, provided 
the temperature is:#uch that no intrinsic electrons 
can be excited from thé filled bands, the distribution 
function: of electron velocities is ciaaeioal# This 
follows from a considération of the fillowing model of 
à semi-conductor proposed by Wilson# It is illustrated 
in figure (5); ' '

We assume a conduction band for energies E ^ 0.





this 'TsaKtd h®inê' Oômj>letëlÿ- to at the ahsoliite
aèroï ‘ Sittotê'd' heîbw this hand at Eis *#& thei*e apé 
1% impunity leyeis (donbhs) which ^t the ahsolute aeno 
anecompietëiy occupied* Further* we hCgieot tile 
influencé Of the dCçupied hands* i.e. we néétriot the 
coneidenation to‘tempecattihes where "intrinezlC" 
ekcitatipji'iB négiièihle*. ■ ■ -
   Then the density of levels in the conduction hand

1 '. .  , ...
if

z  ̂ y) y

qf %  levels at qaii be
G:%pire88ëà ty writing

where  ̂ is the Birao delta fimotion#
Then the hhmber of eléotfohs #(B)dE with

%
energies "between È| É 4- dB is given hy (compare egùation

. . ^  - h  ( . '

w h e r e %  Is. the-partial* thermal, pot*'
antiall In all, since the effect of the filled hands 
is "hegleoted, there are ̂  ëlectronsi At some gilren 
irnmgerathre, some of these electrons will have heen 
exGited to the #ndhCt the rest r#i^|hing

. ' l̂ .;the impurity levels'.  ̂Since Zf (B)a® io given hy
'    '
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16.
égü#tioW W  and (Bk508) we can express tMs 
by latègrathig (8% 606) over all Vàltlês of the energy, 

thus have the è^à^îoh

The first term on the right of (8é604) giVée thë number 
ôf "̂ èlèotrons rémathihg In the jmpirity lëvëls while 
th# aéùonâ term is the huWber of electrons in the 
oonduqtîon "ban# • ^̂ Iquatibn - the tisuàl' normal"
isatioh'-eowition from whioh -V -is-'âëtormihèdf ït 
wfi&'hO''sh(T# later'tha:tr$' ^/, eo that^unity^mây 
bè -uegleotéd in the dèhomlnàtor of the ihtegrahd

-  V <) xF

#:'ë#ütion (#604):;#'' Also# jg will be small ■
ëompàreâ to Unity» so that eqùatlôn (W604) bOoomes

(81606) vTi&F- - 4j; / -Z ̂ rV j

That is _ y -y ̂ ̂ \ ̂  ^
^ = X. ̂ j .  (^*306 )

or y ST éû ff 4-

At: room températureSy^ la of the order of 40 (ev) 
and slnoe is generally of the order of 1 eV»
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praotlcaliy always be large as oOmpared 

to one* The log term On the right hand side of 
e#atlon 60%) 10 of the Order Of magnitude unity» 
sO that; to à fir* approximation we may put

y ;r

From the fact that/^E is larger than unity and 
from eqeuation (0%60ë)# we see that the approximations

^  ~ y  Ù A"'*
we have used above» viz. e )y / and ë «  /
were îustlfièd#

Wè can now èonsider the distribution function 
of the electrons in the conduction band# The 
total number of .electrons» %» in this band is 
given by the secOnd term on the right hand side of 
equation (01504) and is

a/ V.J2

Bubstitutieà for V from equation (0*507) and 
Introducing the electron densities

equation (0%5O9) becomes
V / r ^

= f̂c/ V

•( ^  / *y^A
(0*510)

Than the number of electrons per unit volume f(E)



with energies between E dE in thé conduction
band, is obtained as follows. . Equation (2*601)' is
substituted In (2# 806)*  ̂ is then replaced by the 
right hand side of (2*607) and finally n^ replaces n^ 
through the relation given by (2.610), This yields

j  • -'X % (8.511)

which is a Maxwell distribution# It must be noted 
however, that this distribution differs from the 
noimal Maxwellian distribution in that n^ is temper*- 
ature dependent*

The velocity distribution function f^ (u,v,w) 
follows directly from (2*611). Binoe E m
where c is the absolute velocity of an electron, then

4) c on transforming from cartesian
to polar co*̂ ordinates dUdVdw ss (u,v,w are
the v^dcity components in the x,y,z, directions 
respectively), equation (2#611) reduces to the form

—  J  ̂ (8.518)
The density of the conduction electrons in a semi

conductor is email compared to that of ct metal# 
Oonèequentlyi the chances of electrons finding them
selves in the same energy state;- is negligibly small
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and; the eXolusion prIhoiple heed not be applied» 
Therefore in the ensuing calcmiatiobs we shall 
describe the electrons in the cohdhdtloh bSndr̂ of̂  a 
semt-iCohdnotor by the 'classical distribution function* 
GiasSical statistics represents a limiting case of 
quantum statist ice and it has been found necessary 
tôt Use the Per#%Rirac statistics to describe the 
behaviour of certain semi^eonduoting samples^ This 
onset of degeneracy can occur at high carrier densities 
# d  low temperàtunes* We refer to a fuller discussion 
of this given by ter Haâr*
^2^:4* ThécintCw

The integral ##ation referred to is the par^ 
tiruflar 'form" of - Boltzmann transport equation which 
we will use* The eValuatibn of the transport phen
omena in metals and BemimCOnductors regUires the sol
ution of this intejgral equation* The equation is 
formed by equating the rate of change of the distri
bution function of the conduction electrons due to the 
applied fields and temperature gradients to the rate of 
change due to the mechanism responsible for the scatter
ing* The gas of conduction electrons is described 
by the distribution function f(k) where fc, the electron 
wave vector, defines the electron states* The Boltz-
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20*
mànn equation has the form

0)7- ofr'tfl'  ̂ J (2*401)

In equilibrium; the function f(k) is the Fermi fuhction 
f& (k) in the case of metals* This is given by 
equation (8%104), or introducing

(0*408)
r kr

we hâve

For hOU^-degenerate semi*̂ conductors, the ssfuilihrlUm 
disthibutioh is a Maxwell distrihution which we will 
write as

^ (ê) * ^ (8*404)

When external fields are present, the equilibrium 
distributions are disturbed and the resulting distrl- 
but ion ilinctions must then bd determined as the sol
ution "Of ' thé Boltzmann transport equation* The 
problems of thermal conduction and thérmo^^electric 
power with which we are primarily oOhcerned àrç 
steady state phenomena* The system is in dynamic 
equilibrium under the influence of external forces

iu such à cteUdy istâtO' it follows ' that *'0#
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The term /;/ y oil tKe right of (S*#!) dpt̂ r

èiàts, of two parts,* The soatterlng of eleotrons in
a metal and seihi^onductor arises from two souroes.
At high temperatiires thé resistance to the motion of
an electron throngh a crystal/ arises from the thermal
motion of the lattice* At low temperatures it is

; ' ' }
ii#arities; lattice defects and grain boundaries
which scatter the electrons# In fact this is the

- source of residual resistance in a metal* Although
- iîï r̂itŷ  scattering at low temperatures exists in à 

semi-conductor, there is no senSe attached in assign^ 
ing n réBidùal feaistançe to a semi^conduCtpr* The 
number of carriers in a éémi- ôohductôr is hot Cbn̂ ^
St ant* as in a rnotal, and decreases fith temperature# 
Hence an irierease in eiëotrlCal rèSistahce is to he 
expected at low températûros and is* in fact, found# 
E#ation ( 2#40l) théréfore hécomes

XL, *■ 0 L

We may now proceed- to the evaluation of the term 
7̂%) {'̂ )y ' in "(0r4GB)|' AccOrdihg ' to lidfént^^

second assumption* this term rèprèsëhta the nèt dif
ference in the number Of electrons forced into* or 
ejected from a-particular-volume element In phase 
space due to collisions with the lattice' only;" " Hence
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besldoB considering "the stêtés of the élççtronsi 
we îmat al So consider thé s tates of''thê 'leittlCC 
Oscillators^ At ordinary tèi#é?àtûrés ànd for small 
amplitudes' of Vibration* tho motion of the atoms in 
a crystal can be considered to be simple harmonic.
The freqùëncÿ ^ of the lattice wave ÎS related to 
the lattice wave vector f by

u ^  ($*406)
f c?7T

wbere is the velocity of sound waves iti the 
cfybtal* There is an upper limit of frequency ^ $ 
which is related to " the Bèbye tëmperaturé 0 by

/  ' T

SO that thé maximum value of q is
8#.

bet Ng be the number of lattice quanta in the lattice 
mode q , i*e* is thé distribution function of 
lattice psciilatora* The only trahsiticns are those
in which I The electron therefore
absorbs or emits à phdnon of energy * 'Whén
this occurs the distribution function drcréase
by unity In the Case of absorption and ihhf#ee by
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86$
unity in the casé of émission» the ovaluatlbn of

then reduces to the "Calculation of the transition 
probability for the transition !s of an electron
and thé s iimit aneoiis tf ans 11 ion ^ 1 / of
the - f lattice mddé subject to the interférence

I
condition k t  f # o. These transition prob
abilities W have been calculated (see, for example 
Wilson, p*868) and are ^

where ^
(Si410)

Î̂F %/A
Also, in (2*409 ) 0 is a constant giving l/i the inter
action energy between the electrons and the lattice 
and is of the order of thé average kinetic energy 
of the electron, M is the mass of an atom and there 
are (2G + 1)*̂  atoms in the crystal» It will also bo 
noticed that thé transition probability depends only 
on the square of thé absolute value Of q*
The number of electrons forced into the state k by 
collisions with the lattice, per unit time, ià

h ) A  ̂ . (7
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S4»
ârid'the Huiriber éjeotëd from state k per unit time is

Bguations (#111) and (#li0) are arrived at through 
thè follbwlng eonsideMtichsv f (k f q) is the
distriWtidh Of elèëtrohs' in the ihitial state ■ 
k f q. Elëçtfons forced into state k must emit a 
phOnon Of energy X and the total number of ëîeo^ 
tfohs makings such trahsitions is thus

where ti-« f(k) | Is the probabiiity that the final 
state is unoccupied* The other terms in (4*111) 
and (# 112) - follow simi 1 arly* It may be remarked 
here thàt the factors fl ̂  f(k) j in (4*111), 
f l ^ f(k 4- q) i and il - f (k q)} in (4* ll2) 
introduce the effect of the exclusion principle 
(degenerate, electron gas )l; For the non-degenerate 
electron gas our semiT̂ conductor model these 
factors could be dropped since the chances Of 
the eleotronB finding themselves in the same state 
are small* However, the retention of such factors 
serves to maintain the generality of the procedure 
and introduoes no errors#
' The net change in the distribution function of
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thé elaçtrbns dué to lattice collisions is s.thus 
the difference of equations (4*111) and (4*11$)

y[iŶ oo-/Y(ro
Ya)Û'/r̂ r̂)yf j'̂ K-ÿ ̂ (2.44s)

t  ̂ ■ "i, f ■ ̂ 4))

In the last set ôf tê#ls of (2*4l6) we have -Witten 
or' ,-q to make the expressions ̂ more 'dyÿmiêi|iriçàl;*' 

At this stage* the assUmptioh which is. generally- 
made in metal theory is introduced* The distrir 
bhtibn fimctlcn Wq is assumed to haVo itS'''average 
Value which ih the equilibrium state is the Bose- 
Eih#in distribution

A

- I *

where
2 = (8#1G)

* The effect of this assumption will be examined 
critically later'where it will'be seen that ijb is, 
in général, not justified*

-ln"(2*4 1 5) wC'-put'$'-#'fÿ'-'+ /%:, where fi is small 

compared to %* This is thé third borents : aéénmp- 

tiph^ Expanding (2Wl6) a W



function fofi it ■ ia found that aevefal terms'
in the resulting expansion disappear* Replacing 
thé surnmatioh dvef q by the integration

Y h  ■*■ ■*
where ^ is the volume of the unit cell and qq> qg, 

are thex,yfZ components of q, weilare left with

^ ^  '  ̂ ' i(8* 4l6):

wWrë' in ( 8%4lG) the product of small quantities
has'-been' nëglëctë#\'- - ' We choose "for. fi thé form " ' 
which is similar 'to "that first introduced by hoféntz# 
When there is an electric field 0. and à temperature 
gradient dT/dx, both in the x-direction, the appfp*̂  
priate form is

y(k) = ~k,<̂C‘̂-).Y

where - is- the x-CCi%)Onent of k, so that

fj) ̂ j

inserting ($*417)" and ■'(01418) into (2.416), the 
latter equation becomes ' -,
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- ^ ^ ^ ^ • 419)

V/e now Introduoe polar oo-ordinàtes q# (P àhâ j/ ih 
q«'"BpâOé> ’ thé pqlâr âxis télng ih the directloh'of
k (f iguré (6) )# Writing % *» and q #- îï:> and
àséüming that thé electron energy given by (21109} 
depends only on '(kll i we have B # A ̂  wher e

(SUSO)

I t ;-r

Then
^ #  (8.481)

= ^AKf +xA t A)>̂

C/<-'
-  / .  ^.criâ ̂  I- tc(/C f ^

where â  is the angle between the vectorB k and *q*
We oee therefore that thé argument of 4 2  depends only

(rhe

on ̂  and not On the azimuth-^  ̂ The part inte
grals i n  (0*419) depending on <P contains

/ « (̂. ̂  V <ÿ t
c

Putting ^



; ' é&i
miid rémemberliig that thé fimotlon ^  is gîveii t>y 

' (2'*4Î0)> the ahcnré, expression becomes

^̂r/7
'V  (Si4SS)

the Upper limit of intégration being
y, — . r< 2^4  ̂  ’ Av. -
4 X f  ̂ ai^ ^

end the lower beihg

y  : 1 4  -I pp ^ ‘ ■''*

If these limits: anè ôif dppbsite sign.̂  then for 
large t the integral in (8 *482,) Is effeotlveiy'

«"y -- r ̂ u ,

while if the iimits have the same sign# the inté
gral is zero and (2*419) reduces to zéro* ,These 
limits are thus of considerable interest and must 
be examined carefully* Using (8*406) for ^ #
we "see that %

p  - f } i  ■ "f V  - ^
Coneider‘the tip^r sign for X ̂  ' . fhen. the ppper 
limit of ihtegrâtlon is always posltiw, and the 
lower limit will heeome positive if

y > V  - 4 ^  A‘ " «//A
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Similarly, if we consider the lower sign for , 
it is found that the upper limit 'becomes négative if

\L < — y —  (8*426) ̂ 4r A 7T

; and the lower limit becomes positive if

—  -f l̂5 (8*485)
' 7

Also, values of ^ greater than the maximum fre
quency % are not allowed* Hence, aoeording'to 
equation (2*407) wè must haVe

^ < f

AUt é \The term in the Inequalities (2*426) may
he neglected in oomparison with » #or,

--zf
wa Bée from (2%420) that A for perfectly free
electrons SO that assumingr / . ̂whereas the quantity ^ A  ata
the surface of the Fermi distrihution is ^ /o ,
However, taking 0 to he of the order 800, >i is of 
the order of 10^^ so that we see that the ihéqualities 
(2#480) are either not possihio, or lesB drastic than 
%424)* Hence the effective limit of the lattice

!



60%
vibrations In Wtëls vis' takeh às /t 0/^ . 
semlVconduotorB* however# the eleotronë are -Veiativeiy 
slow*; Consequently,? the smaller valiiea ofw ̂  Wed- 
elated - with such slow eleotfbus are of oonslâefablé 
importable and the înequailtiéB (8*425) are n #  more- 
restriotive than ;(8i484)# The éffèotivé Uppér limit 
of the lattice vlbratlohs In ëeml-oohductors le taken 
aé 0̂ If  ̂ are the angles betwee#
the; xVaxis anê\^ ̂ snd ÿ (figure '(6))#
then we have using èpheriàâl triangies

integrating over the azimuth <f in (8*419)
K
K (8%486)

where in (8*4841 we have used ~ ^
As a consequence of energy conservation, l*e# 

-x:̂ t XiJ. - <?, we see from (8.481) that In 
we may put

£/7P sr X-: r

SO that finally (8# 485) becomes

f. { p  - / J
(2.420)

Qollaoting thê  results of (8.486) and (8*488) and



substituting ihtd ($* 419) we havè
f Y )  = - y ____( /c4( g’n̂Nk ̂ ('etd-'Mtc') à*? Jÿ

Using (8*404) for %(k), ; fo(k j;- q) and (8»4l4) 
%, :it may be show ■

A4  ̂fi/..

80 that on inserting (2*408) and (8*41$) In (8*486), 
this last equation may be written in the form

^  M  m ' a U j Y -

[P.<,, - (-"J‘’‘-P£f-i- " ' ( 8.4
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ss'i
where

with a the Mttloe constant# ïn deriving (8*427) 
end (8*42$) wê mêiké ,u$é Çf the f act, that thé vëloeity
of/Sound: Waves ih' a>crystal" is given by (oo]#are
Wilson,.p*86%;r

In‘̂(8*4S7)r the Upper limit of integr'atich: /%\/iç̂ :"p
In the case of methls and ■ the Férml fUhctle# (8*
Is fsUbstltuied In the factors multiplyihg.ytheA'ow 
bfacketsi"" ' in sMi^OhdUctor* ■• 'the classiCal^dlCif i?

\

bUt lon ( 2* 404) Is Ihser tOd In ( 2*427) and' the ? limit 
ofTihtegratioh -l'̂ rls' then- pYr r' Using (2#489),
(2*428) and (BllOO)* it-: çah#e/' shown. fh#:-f'thih'̂  ̂
is% equal to Y j  '%= . '"4'̂

We may now consider the term on the right
of (21406)* The reSldUal mean free path ^  , for
impurity scattering In a metal is independent Of the 
electron energy;# Wilson ̂ shows '(p*2$4# ' that

account may be taken of impurity scattering by intro-

%



aâciiig a oonÈtant Mg whioh âe^ehaa oil the midber anâ 
Bchtterlng power. of the in®iurltie§« In fact

- X

Bguation (2»430) Is'uhiverBally true* In metals, 
where the ImpurltieB are hentrali Mq isr.'feiatea to the 
residual resistahce'X*‘' (ôènrpare WllBOn p, 886) lay •

A1 - -̂.-. -® j,rx
where e ds the eïeotrcmilc change* in Çeml-çônâUctors, 
however* the in^rity pehtroB are ionlzPd and ia no 
longer energy independent t We ehall refer to this 
later when wè PonsIder the low temperature solution 
of the 'integral equation for sèmî PondUo tor ë» bastly
it may be ehown, (e*# '#ilBon -pS$69.)- that ..

C^Lf " ' (stdSi)

' (>AThe third term - (#ydrift on the right of (0$:4OS) arises 
from the change in the distribution function dUO to 
the: applied fields# This term is câlculâted from 
the equation (see, e*g# tèr Haar, p.08)

) = Cc.v)y 4-

re  ̂ is the force p ^  unit mass and V? dénotes 
differentiation with respect u, v, and w* WhPn 
there is an eleotriO field ̂  ahd a tôirpe;rhttire; Radient

.,1'. V. 4. r ■ ’
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&
dT/dx in thé xt-direotjLOn (whiPh conditions enable 

to be written "in the form (2*417) ) tho above 
equation takas the form

(8.454)

Silbstiltuting (9i434)ii (# 48?) ana a cotribihatloii of 
C8%450')',' (8%451) in  (8%405)ÿ transposing 
to the le ft hand side ana inirodtiolng

/ = ("j)' (8*455)

the transport equation bëcomeB for metàlsî-*

p-pri. -

and for sémi-condùctôrs:-'
j

1,1 zVUV- y -c (*"%.) ) t *

In (2%467) we have written the upper lim it of inta- 
gration as Y , for conveniénee sakej and-

Ÿ-f ■ (8*438)3 T
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■ 35, Î
• OHACTIR ; III*

The : solution of

(à) Eifih têiïmeratures*......
 ̂6*1% At high tempÉ raturés ; l# é* temperatures 

that are much greater than the Debye temperature* 
we can neglect the first term on the right hand side 
of;(0*407)ë Also it is more convenient to write
this equation in the form

' J  p/j ' I //
*- Y

Now the maximum Value pf E that néèd be con
sidered is of the order of kT* Hehce the limit of 
Integration K is less than unity provided

Æ  f < ,
(/ 2> 7"

( ■ «. provided  ̂jt o ' /- < I

or
(2 /c 0̂

> ^  (0ëlO8)

D is given by (0*408) and if we put m equal to the 
free electron mass and a Of the order of 5#1<^^ cma, 
then D is of the order of lo^^^ ergs (1 elOdtron volt)#
Since Boltzmann^s dphstant k is Of the order of ^
lO^îf ërgB* we see that ^ is less than unity prqyided ,1

T > (0 $l6 0 ) '



and for G) in the régtoh; of ̂ 8009%, this Is of the 
order of lO^K# ; ' We 'msÿ thoreforo expand the integrand 
of (8# 106) as a poWer series in É* This is thé more 
^Pprô#iate wèŷ  of évaluatiiig this integral since the 
oocürrençe of the faotor in-"the 'nùWrëtor^ implies
that the greatest contribution to the integral comes 
from small Values of #  Flysiéâliy* this doï^èsponds 
to the fact that thè" electrons are scattered by low 
energy longwave^^length phonons* Since the electrons 
are slow# the conservation law r o
imposes the condition that the electrons are scattered 
only by the lO%est léttice vibràtioùs ( %  SOmd-
heiner 1950)#  ̂ Bqaatt^ is solved by the
method of sUcoesBivo>apprOximatioh as'follows*
The left hand side of (8*101)/contains, two terms# one 
in'# and:^^ O-ther -in = It is then sufficient
to write the left hand side # and denote the 
corresponding solution by c(^)(p)# Since z is small# 
we may expand c (/ÿ + z)bÿ Taylor expansion, i»e;

= < L / r y ) . ^ Z  C ? y ) +  . . . .

succeeding terms being smaller than thè ̂ ^Cedihg#
This is consistent with the a8sUn#tion that the ]p r- 
turhatipn fro*ythe e#ilibfium distribution is small#
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We may drop the first end higher derivatlTes In 
(3ÿi04) as we use an expaneion in pdr̂ erî of z* On 
the night hand side C~Yo) x"/ and 
We therefore eohelder only the leading term and negleot 
thé'terra involving k®". ■ Also for émail z, we can 

■ appnoxiraate for-positive z ̂ -e  ̂ '/̂
and for negatiye ..e.̂/11~t.~‘-1 — '/z so that

i egnation (8%101) reduces to

2:
6

3 / r 4"(SJ “ ^
(3*105)

Using (0*468), we thus have the zéro order solution
A; .Yy) as

= /■ Yf (3; 105)
The full zero order solution of (6*101) is thus

Ĉy)̂ - ̂/1 . j ’'f ¥8*107)

The first order solution ep (̂̂ ) Is obtained as follows. 
|n (6#101) we put  ̂Yy) cfl-y) 4 c, ry) * The ratio 
of the second to the first term will be of the order 
(̂ o/ry and Will thus be small. We have 
*■'’= , (3.108)



As before* we may put f z) —
and make the same approximation in evaluating the 
integral inVblvihg o$(h) ( y ) as was made for

We thus have from (S* 108)
r
J.

58,

-r

Henôp* substltuting (5/106) in (3.108)(*0 A ̂
d f / • A.” XCy) ' J" C0 /

(3.110)

*2 I O /

Intnoducittg the âhhrevtâtions

(3tlll)(a)

and yA C.

equation (6*110) reduces to the form('̂h ̂ 2> /“/ Y / P

.iia.)(h)

(3.iii)(e)

î (ê,y J  ̂ t (3A112)/ - ( ^ « V J

To evaluate eg we must go to a higher degree
of approximation than before* Since % is of the
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order of, and z is less than unity, we can expand 
(lfr#z)' by binomial expansion and stop after a few 
terms# Hence "

i (8.114)

and ('^ ) dénotés the hlnonilal coefficient.
Similarly, for z negative

A a j

'#

( i - . ( z ) ( i - ^ j z - t - e ^ P -  ■ ' • (8'. 113)(h)

Going to a higher degree Of approximation, for 
poiiiive z,

r (0*115) (a)?  ̂ /i. /a. J '

/ 4
/i (3,115)(h)

- - 4y Z * - 2  ̂  '

and.
^ / - C/.zz) (/-J (3*
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HénCç # undGr the Integral 0 ign * ih (3*110 ) , we have 
thé ' Êùti of (%116} ahd (3* 117 ), the limité of ihte- 
gration extéttdihÊ from O fo ^ ♦ Thus -,

y I- aP'%'' - i-céT̂ -̂'̂/ 7 -  J) J* % ) / ¥
^ 0  'i

Integrating and substituting for ÎT # this is
- l(é)

'

We M W  o(^)(y) %s the sum of (3.106) and (3.118), i.e.
X -4

(5.119)
l.'y ̂
-Z' tZ. .

by the use of eguation (3*114)# but it is possible 
to drop some of the terms in the a’s owing to the 
condition that

•  0 V ; r  '
may therefore write àg sîv^, àg » 4pd(./̂  and 
üt - h(h-0/A ‘ # Substituting these

in (3*119) and colleoting the coefficients of like 
terms# we see that the presence Of - ¥  iu



pedücôB thé-term ÔK ̂  ® by unity àiid- we have •
finally" ^

f->, 1 2) /“l’'

K-2. -'./̂ îll" 1'-.-'Î] <s;isô)? (f/- C é /i .̂- ?/]

It la immediately- obylous•from (8,lSo) that the 
correction term c ; ^ o f  the or<3.er (p ̂  
smaller than eg(  ̂ÿ) » A hotter soliition of
(0# lOl ) is tiiUB / (V  ̂ )
.ry,. "7)/

(25* HSBL )

fh) how temperatures^-
^ 0%8# Although the tom# rature is helow the 
Dohye teii# raturé $ the limit of integration 
is stiil lesstthah tmity jr oirided we rostriot the 
temperature range to ‘  ̂ ^ ̂
(The intégrai in (SViS?) maÿ stili hé expanded as a 
power series in s# However* impurity soattering is 
now the more important scattering process and in 
($*407) we can négiéct the integral with respect to 
the first term on the right* As mentioned previously* 
the situation is mere homplicatod in semi-condUetors 
than ̂ in metals* In our model# the impunities are
thé sources of the electrons and are thus ionisied.



TIio scattering of the elêotrôhs Is thus Rutherford 
type scattering whereas in metals* the electrons are 
scattered by neutral impurities* The scattering Is 
thus energy dependent as ôpposéd to the energy inde
pendence of lÿi in metals. Récombination of ions and 
electrons reduces the number of carriers and SUbseguent 
scattering by neutrôl iwrpUrities becotaes energy inde
pendent* Scattering by grain boundaries of the sample 
may also occur» this mechanism being energy independent. 
A free path (i) due to these three possible mechanisms 
m%r be compounded according to the equation

where 1^* 1^# and %  are the free pathe due to seat- 
taring hy Ionised and neutral lii#urlties and grain 
boundaries réspectlvelyw

Considering scattering by lonfi^ed Impurities only, 
Oonwell and Weisskopf have. shown that the mean free 
path for this process Is

in Is «thé dleledtrld conetant :df the



medium and d le half the average dletanda between 
thé impurIty âtome# #  is the rwber of ' shattering 
centres (which* In our model# is also the number Of
c  àr r  1 e r  s i %  - T h e i ' t e r m

— ro  . /
(0*205)

'

for B :y 7 /O * and d #
Frbm"'-'(0V̂ O0) we see that only ht high carrier 'den 
si ties and extremely low tempéràturés does -€ ‘‘ttï
become less than unity* When this is the Case# we 5|;
can approximate the logarithmiG term in (5* 00s) : ?•;
by ^ ^ but apart from this In all oases \%

of intèrest# this quantity is much greater than one# ^
inhe logarithm Is a slowly varying fonction of the energy ri
and, a fail* approximation to its Value can be obtained %

by replacing E by its average value which, is of the {|
ofder of The logarithmic factor is thus con- %

étant and we may write the free path for scattering by M

ionised impurities as
(0*204) "•)- !

É .Where Is a ■constant#
Substitution of (0.B04) into (2#400) shows.that fÿ-
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varies'-as'•1*̂-̂ and we write this hs
%  #

44,

(0*206)

where A is a oonsteSt# 
Iquation (0V4S?) thus becomes

' O  ■
f c  '■''{'7 )

f -

(/
- y

• V  ,

M r^> rCyf̂')U
i j  * 2

Neglecting the Integral# the séro order solution at 
low temperatures Is

. , f  ̂ (3.S07)Cy7) = /g I 0

and so i/' (*î T

m
where , and C cy') are given by ($#$07)

r/,) f..) A) ^As before I writing c (y)  ̂ <y) «■/ (y)
in ($* 906) # we

: A/^ ( î f  c/ V*7) ^ /9 ) c, (y)

-Ï //'g-''/

In (̂ $&̂ 909 ) # we have dropped the terms involving ĉ)' 
under the Integral sign since the term in c, 
arising from- impurity scattering is much

V f *
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gj?eatfepi Substituting, (0i 207) in (S. 809)» the 
fiust term on the right of (3#809) oancels the left
hand-side and we are left with

r») ■ "
[â'UP'
/l/?t©7 J h - e ’-h ■

An K

Again* we may expand binomlally ' end we have
■ ' - (0»811(a))

4 K  ‘ l C ) i { ; ) J ‘' ' - < ' : y ^

Similarly for negative $

IlBing the same degree of approximation, as given by 
BgUations (0^116(é)) and (0#116(b)) it is obviouB 
thht' the expansiohs' ef (i - (i 4- %)^( i ^  -/^^j 
and-j& # (l w <|S:)̂ ( /-̂  j: are the same to the first
four terms as those given by equations (5*116) ahd 
(5*117) with the a^s replaced by thé bis*
Thus y

■  -ji^si'^-'yhyv-y^yyh-Ô
whioh becomes on integrating and substituting for ̂  
from (8*458)

■• - , ' • ■
?<
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, ! % .  y, m^'^if y ‘i> - ï(‘fi »  • ): ■
/' : tesi0>

Although S is iéss than ® it is gpeateu than 
ândthe oôndltlon

Btill holds since I) will be 6f the order of k?*
Then# as before, %ve may nèglèot some of terms

. ‘ /'/ie ' ' ..

liivoived in/ĥ 's and wite

6 = (6.814)

Substituting (5W&4) in (0*915) and oolleottng co
efficients of like terms inside the curly brackets, 
we obtain finally

' ( 6 . .C'" /i 4-- ?

Of the terms inside the bracket in (5#Sl5), the one 
involving D is the largest# Since c(^)(^) # cj')
summing (5#907) and (5*916), we have

7̂) = z,!̂ W '  ̂  (5.816)
r  3 & i.-’  /c‘r ' ’ j^-s / ,2) /7-1*■[ -r ■ .7‘ ̂

ils : ürvüvâj' S?, ;j)SMiSSMIfe

T}
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f 0V^ The ëléôtrldm :# 

ëluotülhm a ^ #
The electrto dirrerrfc (transport of charge') and 

the electronic heat cnrreht (transport of energy) 
in the X^diréctlon are given respectively by

J f j ( 5. 001)
and

(5.509)

The negative sign appears In (8# 501) since the charge
of the carriers is negative# Substituting
f(Js) # fo(k) t fi(#) in (5# 001) where fi(^) is given
by equation (9# 417), the integration over the equilibrium
distribution fp yields xero. Transforming th polar
co-ordinates in îo-space and then changing the vari*.
able #' integration from K to 1# we have

j-= /iĉcCk̂ri" (3.SOS)S fr̂ J èdf
In deriving ($.005), we have made use of the relations 
(9# 108) and (9V10Ô)# The c(B) In (5.505) is the full
solution of the Integral equation# Hence, substituting 
( 5*191) in ( 5# 505 ) and changing the variable of inte
gration from B to ; ( 5# 305) become#

^  ■ fI CeŶ  ~o~ '{?))/ (5.504)

MW
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J /y Athe^faCtpr disappearIng' Binoe.
If* we'-'Write# ■ ' - ' - ' ' - ' ' " %

. . . .  . . . .  ' câ
k c >Cy).

^ .. . , ' ..

then thé electric current tàkee the iow

(5.806)

A similar procedure yields the electronic heat
current as

r £/k

The-elaotrical conductivity is defined byithe
equation' .

^ = 0- (f (5*5
and comparison with (ĝvgOS) giVes

thermA %
(5ÿ5Ô9)

Th® ■e3.0etVoniô> 6on6ikotivity ̂  is defined asy$he
«1'<5̂K. in :f6r^\tm#éht

fldw^wdér-thè bondit ion: that there - ,i%:nc-:blcbtriC'' 
Current* ' The presence of a-temperature^^ 
results in a redistribution of the ccnduWidn ele 
seas to set ûï> ân electric field to ooimtermct-.'the 
dr ift-yeiboitles of'the électrons due to thêité

.  . . . . .  ,

"  S ' .

' i. ?s.i
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attire ' gradient and reduce - the electr ic : current to

•* ■ ■’- ( *

zero* Getting tT't: 0 In (8*006) and eollrlng

*

Substituting the above in (8k007) ana remembering
^  » we have finally

K(%,k) ic(‘i'‘ï) - (5*811)
' ~

The formula for the theaMo*̂ eleotr4o power <? is 
derived as follows# When a crystal carries both
electric and heat currents in the x^directiOn, the
rate, ^ at Which héàt ' accumulates in à unit
volume of crystal is

-^ - ~ (0*318)efe

In (3*818) the first term on the right represents the
eleetrieal energy siippllea and the secsnfl. is the heat
fiewipg eut of the Volume# Solving equation (3*306)
for we have

T  - K / t ' i ) • - f  '&)  ( g ;

 V 7 7 Ï 7 ----------------

Alse



4"

,50k
- ('8*010) ' 'and' '(3k 8l4) into (:3,;SlS)V’' aftfer 

some reaprangemsnt of 'terms,.we obtain finally
J-* — _ J r - V !C IH’\) *

Where and are given by (3*S09) 'aM (0*811).
$n '\(8̂'816') thb' first term" is the âoiile heat angl' thé
third term is due to ordinary heat flow# The second?
term' is known as the thermo-eleètrio, or Thoitei# heat# 
Putting # 0 in (8$ 816) it is seen that only the 
ordinary heat flow term remains# The preëencè of 
electric current therefore* introduces besides 
joule heat, à term which dé^nds, both on j and 
This was predicted theoretically by Thompô̂ ^̂  the 
negative of the coefficient of j#^ in the expression
for is known as the Thomson coefficient

It can be shown thermo-dynamically thst if Q is th# 
thermo-electric power in a semi-conductprTmetai circuit 
with functions at temperatures T and T & dT, the pro
duct T dO/dT equals the difference of the Thomson Co- 
efficients of the semi-conductor and metal# faking 
the Thomson coefficient of the metal to be zero* then

^  = r. (8.317)
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or ""' '
^  'J T' ^ (6*618)

Using (5*516) we* have thé thermo-elèotrie power of 
a Bami-conduotor as

(a^ais)Ç z /flfj V -̂ ( 7-r/t

Bvaluation of the ihtegrals K(m,n) and mibstitution 
in (8%309), (3*311) a M  (3,319) will yield the gttah» 
titles in which vfë ht»é pnimapily. ittteheBtedk It will 
he seen that the evaluation involves integrals of 
the type y> , ,

Since ^ ^ r ̂  kT , this rediioeé to
/ ̂  %r V- - ̂/kT

^  , ÀX • •&■ . -tf
-%r ^

Changing the variable of integration from y to 1
and then to y by E » kTy# we have finally

(8*

where
VĈ Ô ? </ 6̂- (‘/- ( rz fxp#2  ̂ (/ \ W# tJfO

= /?

(a) Hi;%h; tomneratureB*;- -
’ The high têïïpérattxre exprêaeiOn for c(h) (y) 

given by e #  BUbstitutlïig this in



--.;r.:

/ t*nIn- {('0*303') »' on intègràting w® ' èbtàin
[̂fJ}icr) (0.328)

+ r'7 - )7 + •Tl". tr (tr) A-.-'V/ ̂ ' I y /*  ̂ J
where - wéïihave- written

f A /o y

ThUÉÏ- Yf,
H\.‘i)->-̂ 74)'"'->/'-S'-r 7  

irt-y = '-¥,-‘ift)'{

/c(t>I) = . | - i ' / l / /

,  r
_  {% /r> /Q
Y3.' S 'Y

Then'the electùidàl eohdUbtiVlty Is
a f/]2) 0 

j> .r*  r-

(3,324)

(0,026)

(0*086)

The Femi' level or ohemioal potential jC cah he re
lated to the carrier density n hy the elation

c kSfsiTÂi:y)‘4

above equation Is in fact the condition that/de
gas become class teal and then Ï ■ is l0%e 

negative, (eompare Beits pi151 and Wilson p,201),
is convenient to introduce the free path'(Ilf) due
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to electron-phonôti scattering through the equation 
(compare Wilson pi# 965) •

-Cf,
A 1> & A

(s.sso)

80 that using (3,880) and (SkSSÔ), the electrical 
conductivity is

(T = f. /  -
/£ ' 5lYfjY (s, S31)

Substitution of equations (3,084) to (0,387) into 
(3,311) yields the electronic heat oOnduotivity as

Y ' - s i r ^ j T
Introducing X^p and n as before# this may he written
as o f vy /cf" /o /

($#569)

where
Î-TA \

(3.333)

The ratio
K (h' \ )
TIC(>/t,\) = Xk f / +■iL. 'tr.f? 1 2>

80 that the electronic contribution to the thermo* 
electric power is

Èëï " '



In èemi-oonductor theory# generally ex
pressed in terms of the Hall obnétent /f which ie

/> c -Iz-. (3*334)

BO that

= - / ■ / - "  l Y ? ; —

Using the free electron mass for m# this reduces to 

%  =  ̂ '~{° (3* 335)

(h) Iiow temneratüresï.
At low temperatures equation (5#190) Used for

c(^)(y) in the previous section is replaced by
equation (6*216)♦ Insertion of this into (6*606)
yields on integration

K M  = ./ztf(kT)^Yyl Yd- ?.f tzZ'.Ay* a-)

 ̂ (icT)  ̂ r»̂i‘Ari)/j/ (ao
/a.  ̂ J

Since the term in D in the curly brackets is the 
largest# we obtain the E*s in the following form:
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ii-a J "'"'/"'S f W  ^
(5.058)

K(%V‘̂ ZZ{if cy.:[, -z,V‘"'7'*Ziàfl

Substituting for ^  # the electrical oonduotivity

Z!.. r . r / . ^  r 0 Tl]

have (equation ($# 905))
(5.541)

i? ft ^ •Yu

by equation ( Si 450)*
i'd ̂ Denoting by l^i the value of Iĵ when E is re- 

plaood by M# by using ($*541)# it is possible to 
write (T as

-<f-' f f,_o T.CkT)Y ,t Yf i"/| ) "il ( s. 548)
'̂cTZT̂ 'l  ̂  ̂̂

Substitution of equations (5*557) to (5#540) in 
($*511) yields finally# the thermal oonduotivity as

{^) [' ' Y' ' /̂ '̂ '̂ /̂ &5.:545)

i Y-'Y:
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The ratio

and It will be seen that # factor 4k appears as 
compared to 2k which is obtained at high temperatures# 
This arises from considering Ip to be proportional 
to Ê % Introducing the Hall constant# we have as 
the expression for thé thermo-electric power*

A discussion of the reàults obtained here is 
given in a later chapter. '

It has been suggested by Price that, there willi 
under certain conditions be a oontributionv-to the 
thermal conductivity: due to the fact that the car
riers also transport their ionization energy# However# 
in the model employed here# there is no such contri
bution The reasons, for thisf are discussed in the 
appendix# ^

yPinally# it should be pointed out that although elec* 
tronic heat ;conduct ion ^ d  thermo-eleotrio power are 
second-order effects in metals# In semi-Cohductors 
they are not.

_ _
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OmPTER ##
The lattice heat conductivity#
<̂ 4*1# The assumption that the distribution 
function of lattice oscillators has its equilibrium 
value is# in general# not justified# Especially is 
this the case in semi-conductors where the thermal 
properties of the lattice tend to mask those of the 
relatively small number of conduction electrons * It 
is to be expected# then# that the lattice will play an 
important role in à quantity such as thermo-eleCtrio 
power where both heat flow and electric current flow 
is involved# When there is a temperature gradient 
in the x-dlrection# the phonons will drift prefer
entially down the gradient nnd the pe rturbêd lattice 
distribution function N is then written in the form

M f f )  = /K - f ^ (4.101)

«ikiwhere Nq 4s the Bose-linstéin distribution .(e% 1)"* #
The subscript J distinguishes between the three possible 
modes of vibration# one longitudinal and two trans
verse# Equation (4#10l) Is analagous in form to that 
governing the electronic perturbât ion* Also the second 
term of (4# 101) (the perturbation) is assumed small 
compared to the first terra (c#f# p# )# Writing



Nj(q) in the above manner results in a modlificatlon of 
the integral equations (0*456) and (0*457) and this 
is considered late* In this section# however# we 
assume that thÿFexpreasions we h#ve derived for 
c(u)('Y ) (i*e. with N # % )  are valid. The cal
culation of the lattice heat current Wg reduces to 
the problem of determining the function bg(z) as 
the solution of the Boltzmann equation for the lattice 
distribution* To set up this equation# we must 
consider the mechanisms responsible for the re- 
sistance to heat flow* These soattering processes 
in' metals and semi-conductors are (compare Makinson, 
p $ ; Wilson# PK090)#
a) the scattering of the phonons by the boundaries 

of the crystal sample*
b) the interacti^4 of the phonons with the conduction

electrons* W
%

c) the scattering of the phonons by impurities and "̂M
lattice defects of atomic dimensions*

d) the scattering of the phonons by thèmselVea arising 
from anharmonlc. terms in the equations of motion 
of the lattice*
Only processes of (à)# (c)# and (d) ooour in an 

insulator# All four however# can occur in metals 
and semi-conductors# each mechanism in turn being the



dominant source of thermal realstanoë in â particular 
température range* MaMnaon hàs considered the oasa 
of %i#tàls and shows that in temperature fange (I) 

to 10% the dominant process is (a)* At 
temperatures just above this (range II) the important 
méçhanism is (b) and this operates to about iéb^K* 
Impurity scattering of the lattice waves (process (c)) 
1 S’then important to about 260-É* (Range ÎIÎ)#;

All thèse processes occur at temperatures below the 
Debye temperature é)  ̂ Although phonon^phohoh 
scattering (d)-can occur at temperatures leSs than G , 
it is most important at high températures# and is 
responsible for thé déorease in lattice thermal con
ductivity of metal%i--and insulator S' at- high temper
atures* . This paragraph is represented graphically 
by figure (?) which shows the general theoretical form 
of ^ vs T as given by Makinson*

The Boltzmann equation for the lattice distri
bution function N is thus (compare equation (•2*̂'»/ ))#

' (4,162)
Where the subscripts p - b# p # etc* denote
scattering of the phonons by boundaries# electrons, 
etcV In a steady State the left hand Side of (4*102)
is equal to zero.
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: The only external fonoe affooting the lattice
waves is the' temperature gradient and so

- - v l f
(4,108)

% - 4^. iff" /f kr ' r C<̂c
where u, is the x-compbnent of velocity of the lattice 
waves,

hot us now consider processes (a), (h)̂  (c),

(a) Phonon soattering hy houndaries and grain hound*- 
 ̂arîés of the crystal sample is independent of 
phonon energy and we may define a free path 
1%) for this process hy

 ̂7;^' (4.104)
In a like manner# %ve can define a free path 1± 
for impurity scattering hut the eituation is now 
more complicated since 1^ depends on the phonon 
energy# Following Feierls# we assume that if the 
phonon wave-length A is small compared to the 
dimensions of the ̂impurities# then the soattering
follows the Rayleigh law and is proportional to

A * We therefore wite

(d) ' ïhe free path. I- f6r aiiîiârinoniei Bcatteriiig âépsnûe 

hoth on phdpon. energy-ana. tëm̂ ërat-ure. At temper'



a tuf es T <K <3) y the Uidklapp^pfobessbe dominate and it 
i8''%ho#L hÿ 'Reiefis' and KlemenB that le proportional

% rto i At high temperatures the free path is
inversely'proportional to T and since this is the one 
we will he oonsidering# we write ■ '

d/7-
where' Cf is a constant*’

(c) We will, see that* as. far as thérmb-elèétric
power is concerned# the phonon-eleCtfon inters 
action is most important* The rate of change 
of R' iY due to this mechanism is given hy BomntCr 
feld and Bethe as

/T / = ^L èC- fAfÂ

This equation is the Same as (4*111) except that the 
Summation is now over the electron states k: instead of 
the lattice states In the square "bracket of (4.109)
we put

/-/, +1, (4,110) ̂  ̂ (c.f* equn. 4/y))
and



Ëxpmiding and neglecting the. products of small guah# 
titles» we have the quantity in the square Bracket às

^  . 1  ^  ^ J ‘̂ /7/2) -/c, ^  e C y )  -ff. *(4*111)L j '

The procédure is now analagous to that used in der
iving ^lattice. ^hus# we introduce polar co
ordinates in k^spaoe taking the direction of q. as 
the polar axis# (c#f# figure (6))* It may then 
he shown that the average value of kg is

k, = (4,118)
transition probability j7 is peplaoed 

The summation over k is changed to an integral over 
k-space and then the variahle of integration is changed 
from % to y  % Hénoe# using (4*111) and (4# 119.) 
wé finally airrivé at '

ff) = (4,110)

The quantity is egpal to and iap^mall compared
to unity* We therefore drop it. For small s
(lie# temperature range /o“V<'r>o)^ we have c(^ + 3)-c(y )
so that (4#113) hecomès ^

/tf) . X . -i—. / (4,114)I lif-Jf-n
where .* *

9(7 H  tî(of̂7cfff: Ÿ



111 (#114) Î8 the full Bolutibh of the lixtê  
gral equation (2^457) and hence we write# (using the
zero order solution)

c(yj - ^ fo (j) d  c,

where
/- z

(4ill6)

(4.117)

(4.118)/ ̂ fox f .OffQ — Lfy r

ahd CgXy )» CgCy ) are given By equation (3*907) at low 
tètnpêràtures and equation (3* 106) at high températures# 
Since the scattering processes (a)» (B)# and (c) occur 
at tei^eratures Below the DcBye temperature# for these
processês we use

 ̂̂7) = fr(i}  ̂ -(èr (4,119 )
Introducing (#119) Into (4*114) and Integrating# 
we have

( n . . ‘

f/k- _ J ^..£ J__- j — .(S yarllff (4.180)7/)A , /?,) (0/ / / / 'C-e ''} ''
At this point it should Be noted that
oh o(y) as well as B(s)* This is hot the case in
metals or degenerate semi-conductors where# in the 
first apprôxlmation# the dependence bn o(y) disv 
appears on Integration and only Bj(à) remains (com
pare Makinson p*4f6)% The importance of this will
Be seen ’v̂iien the effect of the lattice heat: current

A

:':U

i
I



on the thermo-electric power ta cohelderedf 
■ ‘Oblleotlng (4,180), (A108),' (4,l06), (4,104), 
and ('4,105)̂  on ButDBtitUtlng them Into (4.102) and
traneposing ( 4^)drift to the left hand aide# we have

-t.. JXcL -o. i/rf. 1».

. c . O. s . I .  '    cf
-  O' f  k r 'T C^KfXt-4'0 fifX'

It may Be shown from the relations (9*406)# (9*407) 
that ̂ ÿ/f » Hence# calling

kjf ■ (4.188)Uo ~ ̂
we hàVe from (#191)

The velocity of the lattice waves in the x^direction 
is* UQ^/q and the energy is  ̂ Thus the
energy transport Is

W = 3 7  (4.184)

If '(4.101) is now snbstltnted into (4.180-), the sum-'*
mati'on over- the eguilihnium dis-tpllution disappears
and-we are left with

/̂4«7 -- •«• 4*'
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where hg(^) is given hy ( 4*198 )• Transforming to 
polar co^ordinateB In orspace# equation (4#195).

—  ,  . i -
Changing the variable of integration hy the relation

f

and introducing (4*198) the ahove is  ̂  ̂ ^

It will he noticed that in (4€lB7) the upper 
limit Of 2 is f and notĵ'̂ as it was when we dealt 
with the electfonic heat flow. This arlSOs heoause 
we are considering the lattice heat current and the 
lattice# so to apeak# ’̂does not knOw- that it is a 
semi'̂ conduo t or * To evaluate the heat current and
heat conductivity in the tëïnperature:s;ranges already 
indicated# we assume for simplicity that Only the 
dominant scattering process in the particular range 
need he considered and that the other mechanisms can 
he neglected# We thus ha?é&4

Temperature Range I*
Here we neglect all the terms in the curly hraoket
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of (4# 197) mçept the one involving Ih* teen inte
grating (4*197)^

1̂?. jAa
y/.- 7

7 ' - -ry~Aô) I ft f (4.188)
<%'- ,, V. ^

where , a
(h*]-̂{1! ̂ ■{f\iu(̂/,/9 L01 f* $ y

(4.189) 
(4*150)

At BUfflclently low temperatures, we can. approximate 
(4% 189) arà (44180) by %(<^) and in(‘̂)« % e  falties 
of these integrals are then

f /? / y -T “ /? / aT<̂ ̂ (4*151)

«5
where /f ,n & ̂ ̂  fu.r.e h a « ̂ cToc) =

<18/

At high temperatures (small values of f ), (4,189) 
and (4,150) are given approximately by (compare Wilson, 
pV536)

1 = —  Y®)(/̂ ' )L-.fo's" j .-' -i-('?)'' (4.138)

SlnCe '# (equation (8.408]), and P and 0
are given by egpatlonf(4%117) and (4*118), equation 
(4%198) becomes , \
», . - /If-: 5  '

> q
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It la uow conyenlent to introduce the lattice 
specific heat Gg# Fol|0#ng Bommerfeld àtid Bethe

a, ,
and introducing^ fact or 5 to account for the assumption 
that the two transverse modes and the one longitudinal 
mode are equivalent (compare equation (4* 124))# we have

Where we have used (#126) and (2*42%).
The quantity (1 M e^^) is essentially the re« 
ciprocal free path for phonon^electron scattering#
^ is given hy (#122) and X hy (#118)# Using these 

it may he shown that ̂  has the dimensions of reciprocal 
length# Using equations (6#550)# (2# 428)# (2#429) 
and (2# 455)# It may he shown that ̂  can he related to 
the free path Ihp for electromphonon scattering and# 
in fact#

f '4' (4, 3.35)
Fihally# introducing lÿ& through equation (5# 541)# 
equation (4.155) can he rewritten as

r-y  .'y. (4,136)

^  /77 f / Jff I ^

The Igittloe thermal o&hauôtiTlty is

I = (4,157)



and'"dgaIn the -■ conditioh-■ that mo - eleotrlo - current 
flows must W  applied* Hemce we use equation (5*510) 
for ôîÿ'+ Ti J ' (f) 'ana using for the K*s only the 
leaaiiJg terms of équations (S'. 557) and (S.SSS), v/e have

(4,158)
D A  c(K

60 that the curly hràeket in (4*156) has the value 
BUhstitutimg this In (4*186) # the lattice 

thermal cdnrluot i vity in the hoimdary s o at t er ing r ange 
la

•i  ̂ y # \-4r*

' ; # > , ( % !

in this range we retain only the term involving 
yS in the curly hraoket Of (4*187)# Equation (4*180) 

which ' was ' Used-'in the dérivât ion ff (4* 187) 4a still 
valid# Integrating over K 'W($%aVe

wi = - lii®. (iY. -iS- /i hJoV ■ xY I®/' J 'Yf

\«here we have written g,f 2 ''c/t/-\/T 2.̂^ (4.141)
IntDodUeing the specific heat Og through equation 
(4*154) and le-t> by equation (4.136) the fiyst term

j  -%'-»
on the ri'#t of (4’. 140) becomes -j y • -t^  <3fAl
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/Substituting for F and G# writing A In terms of Ij* 

and introducing Og the second term of (4V1^) is

SO that the total heat current is
V. = -/• 'y Y/ c t -  -  - ■ (4,14s)

For 25ero electric current# we must again apply equation 
(4*138) SO that

I =/5>“- 4/-*' Y  -/ y^C£t

is the expression for the thermal conductivity when the 
conduction electrons scatter the phonons*

Tenroepatupe.garige: f I I * .  f a ) .

Aasujnlng equation (4*ISO) to he still valid, we 
have the heat current as

\A/ _< .aT à/ â > <*<■/'  ̂ ^  (4.144)

where in (4V1SŸ) we haver,tftegleotea all the terms in 
the denominat:hh ezoept the one containing 1*, ,

Once again# introducing Gg the first term of 
(4*144) reduces to c//-V # /f») / g 1 tA

Using equation (3*529) for T # (6.Ml| :for A and
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# 15$) for / thé second term of (#144) is, 

after a one manipulation
_ /o Y I, ■’ '
tirfn y4

ive* we have the lattice heat current as

V L ' / pA

Settingthe curly bracket of (4*145) equal to 
^5k when J * 0 (equation (4.138) ) we have the 
thermal conductivity as

y - /. ^  ^./f Ter (4*l4C

when impurity scattering of the lattice waves pçe>- 
dominates#

It may happen that the last two processes considered 
vis* phonon-electron and :phonon'~Impurity scattering, 
occur at temperatures greater than the Debye temper- 
aturei When this is the case, the low température 
expressions for <T, Cj) which we have used to evaluate 
( )%)-e ('Bguation (4.114) ) are no lônger applioahle.
Instead, we stibetlttite In this equation

,

C(j') = ■<' ''

so that on integrating (4*114) we obtain
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T M b means that equation (4*127) now||haathë fom

")' - S ’- ('->Yl̂ i‘){fri -

In (4*147) we have dropped the term ^  since scattering 
by the houndaries of the sample always occurs at extreme
ly low ten# ratures #

Temperature Ran^e 11 ( h ).
Here we neglect all the terms in the curly bracket 

of (4# 147) except that involving / • Then, integrating 
wéîihave

,, _ ill® /r ) %  ’ ' f  i® : ■ ?>/f1 ' Ac.̂ J Lt. ^

If# aa| before, we Introduce the specific heat ^ and 
the free path l^p then the first term of ̂ 4.148) takes 
the same form as previously, viiBî-

-yi
but now it must be remembered that Q  will be constant, 
and that will be temperature dependent.

Using (4,117) and $4.118), the second term of 
(4.148) becomes

This expression may be simplified If we introduce Q

•. * ,w~ ‘
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and also

4 . (compare equation (3.500)
4̂ /7 A t #  T/yD = ■ - (4,149)

It then turns out that the heat current is'̂Ii"

When J = 0 , equation (8# 510) is valid hut now we 
must use the high temperature form of the K(m*h), 
(equation (5,522)); Oonsidering leading terms only, 
we have

^ f r - /p ) iT (4.161)3% ̂  ̂ oC>i

Substituting this into (4.149), we have the thermal con- 
ductivity as y/kT

■ I "J

if the conduction electrons scatter the phonons at 
temperatures t > O.

Temnerature Range III(h).
Retaining only the term involving %  - in the 

curly bracket of (4.147), we have
- - '■0- <'[f i t /  ̂ (4.15,3)
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As'3eforèj the fl|*et term of (4*i5S) reduces to

_ z .

hut Cg no longer varies as T̂ .
To simplify the second term of (4,155) we again 

mâke use of (# 149) and (4*155) so that We finally obtain 
;i'55) as

For,zero electric current (4*151) is valid and thus
(A / i _ y»)

Jt- rj«qkr (4.158)
if the lattice waves are scattered hy impurities at 
temperatures i ^

Temnerature Rahfire IV.
Rhonon'#phonon scattering occurs at temperatures 

greater than the Dehye temperature.
Neglecting all the terms in the curly bracket of 

eguation (4*147) except that containing Ip, (4*147) 
becomes on integration

, (4.150)

The first term of (4*156) tatesfthe usual form when the 
specific heat is introduced according to (4*154) l*e*

3d ' o(K
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Using (4.117) and (4»110) the second torw Is

- 4 ^  (if- "'"-I(it ( Â

The above expression may bo aimpliflod. If wo intro- 
duoe Cg» write e In terms of the carrier density
and use (4»149) then we havè

Since ^ ^

Thus# the lattice héat oprront is
Y I : - (4.187)

When I 0 the condition (#161) holds and substitution 
of this into (4# 157) yields the thermal conductivity in 
that range where the lattice waves scatter each other
as

^   ̂ (4.158).

l a t i  4 9 .̂ -dgfiteteMffa,. &  .Asateifi.Tâôas,P4  ̂ - ’

y 4*9i Having derived the ahovo esspreselons for the 
heat 'Current carried hy the lattice» we are now In a 
position to'discuss whether they vrlll have any hearing 
on the thernKM-oleotrlo power. We must therefore re
examine the formula used In the derlvatlçn of the 
Thomsott coefficient, Thé most ohvlous error Intro
duced in writing down equation (3*311) Is that né
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account hàB been taken of the làttlde héat oUrrent.
In fact# the rate of héat accuimilatlon in unit volume 
of crystal is

'/ -)i. * (4iS01)_ j'W

where
(#202)

is the sum of thé electronic andiiattice héat Currents,
legation (#201) is thus

c4f{ _  ̂ QWjg

‘The first two tefms on the right of
the usual expression for (equation (s; 515) )• The
third term is the one of particular interest and we 
will now proceed to investigate its affect on 
Each of the equations which have heen derived for the
lattice heat current arc of the form

excepting the high température case (4.157) where the 
factor 5 is replaced by unity* The thermal conductivity 
was then oalCulated Under the condition that no electric 
current flowed# a condition which was fulfilled by setting
(see (5;5iô))

*4 f'*'
-.■I-.

(4, 9qS).
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However, In evaluating^ we are considering a* system
v;here both eiectrical and. heat currents are flowing so
that although (4* 205) holds In calculating  ̂ we must

/
now use (see equation (8,514))

^ A  r.l{t) 47-K l'Siiy idVi) (4.906) 
Hence (4# 204) becomes , _ -

so that
■ ~ ./X (4.908)

Thus the expression for ^  now becomes
'fc{i4i)-yk(kth)l ĉ r 2o/H

O'
ckC'

The Thomson coefficient yu as defined In^ 8*5, is 
now

^  (4*210)
where is given by (5*516) and

The thermo-electric power is thus the sum of two oontri* 
butions, one from the electrons, and thé other from 
the"lattice, i* e*

Ç̂ Ç̂ +Q̂  (4.919)
Where (o.f. (3.31Ô))

- -Î-Jq iridk^i' (4.818)
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77*
Before prooeedlng to the evaluation of It ià con- 
vènient to consider exactly how this term arises. 
Returning to elation (#114) we noted at this point 
that '^) depended on integrating and 0(7) over the 
variable y * The fact that the integration over the 
function c(y) does not disappear, means that this 
process depends on the perturbation of the electron 
distribution* tn turn, this leads to the second term 
in; the square braokat of (#127) which means (see 
ecuaticn (4*207)) that the heat current carried by the 
lattice is not Indepehdént of the electric current j*
If had been independent of # then would not 
have appeared* Neither would the second terms of 
thê  equations which have been derived for ^ and ̂  
would in every case take the kinetic form where
1 is the free path for the scattering process involved* 

Thisiléada us to an explanation of why no Increase 
in thermo-electric power has iAver been observe#: in 
metals* The electrons in a métal form a highly de
generate gas and obey the Fermi^Birac sfetlstics*
Uéing-therefore#'̂tîie-̂ diBtrlbutlonÿ’

ti, Yilùf
A * /' ' /cr . yt - I

where f%(k) is the unperturbed distribution (^V/ )̂ 
on substitut equation (4*109) we find

1
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Now# in metals, X is very i#.oh larger thàn kT and 
the lower limit of integration may be effectively 
written as -oo # Also ' is much less than Unity
and is dropped* Rende in the above equ'atio#Zchanglng
thé variable'of Inte^atioh by

7"
we have oé>

c s y ^ J i -'PÔ
the fundtion Under thé first integral is ah odd 

function ahd on integrating between the limits has
the Value Sîèro* Thhè, in metals depends only dn

and this is e#lvalènt to inserting f # f̂  ̂in ||
equation (4# 109 ) (compare IVllson p* 298) # 'Hence#
in metals and for that matter degenerate semi-conducting d

\ ■

samples-lÿ is ihdepdhdent of  ̂and it is therefore ex- '&
pec t ed that thé addi tiohal cdmpohent of thcrmo^élec tr ic 
power will not appear In such materials* Returning to 
(# 215) we hâve %  in the various temperature rangés as : j
followss- J

: ■ - J

: Temperature Ran^e I.
Here (see equation (4*156))

q ̂ L.h.4~A' (4.184)

ïn (4,184) Ig-o varies inversely as temperature and
'

. -  ̂ .
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wewrlte It es

Also 4̂. ia Independent of temperature (see equation
ré 164, î  }m

GpnsâÉëring the leading term only of equation
' ' I

(S*557)i which is valid In this range, we have 

Suhstituting (4.214) and (4,961) into (4#218) yields
< .L. ié. £... J. r̂f'xkYï.'

= - z

(4,216)
If no?/. In (#216) we replace by the relation (2*429) 
and subsequently introduce Og as given by (4*184), then 
we-liavé V

n =_J.Zî. fkhy-) ■ Y (4.917).0 L̂ /̂TAxA:,/ ^

Temperature Rang© 11(a).
We have from equation (4,142)

'̂-y-ŷ 'C£iT (4.818)
so that in this range, since (4*216) is still applicable

U r -1. (l Y./,-f. (4,919)6 -e. J r h J
In this equation» it must be remembered that the 
specific heat varies as in this range since (see 
equations (#154) and (#101 ̂  ̂  is assumed constant. 
Also the carrier density In varies with temperature
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aceording to (5.829). Hènoe writing Og ti/̂  ̂ and n 
where / and / are temperature Independent (4* 219) 
becomes , -̂/kr y __

yNow# in a semi-oonductor# " , i si large and positive,
(which is the reason why the lower limit of equation (4.114) 
may not be replaced by -X? as it is in metals)* Hence, 
neglecting the first term under the integral sign in 
comparison with the second,

<9j ' - i l'4]I' " (4.SS0)

Further -r̂  ̂  ̂ ^
/c

by the same approximation.

We thus have Qç as ^ ~
 ̂n _ -̂  .4. 7-'̂^  y

which is

9  -î d ^

Temperature Range lîï(a).

(4.221)

From ecpation (4.145) we obtain

Assuming that equation (4.215) is still valid in this 
temperature range, substitution of these into (4.216) 
yields  ̂ ^

4  ■ V  /f / -  (4,..s) ̂ .    , , , , 4 ..
_̂___»_=_:_____ =_L_ ' '■ ;rhtJ
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Assuming that Og still oheys't h e  ïS Xsm, and, henee 
that d‘* -» are constant, (4, SS3) heoomes since
lëp is T~^

~-i _4/f_ -L 0 ’ L, /. * cr“̂ ) ̂7-
7 ■ u' -~f~ y r

, /tx y-' - "'t - \. i*. , y
^  /<(**'»* trd k ' p( p/fe ^

aîid :thle may be written as

0  y  y  I, /7 (4.884)

If the last two processes occur at ' Y ® , then
we have;-

Température Hame 11(b) >
Comparing (#204) With (4.160)# we see that

y  (4.886)
<fv A

Bince > ô , we can no longer use (4.215) but must
now substitute in (4.815) (see equation (0.684)) 

k(\à) r T-y'̂Jvt. rtr)#2 hey

S IcT) ̂
cr/

(4,886)

(4.887)

Now in (4*887), is temperature Independent and
%r

writing# as before, /? ̂ k " . ̂ then
0  = "rL'/ p / f  t -7'



To evaluate thé above, we make the same approkimationo 
as were made previously in the range ll(a)*̂  We thus 
arrive at

(4,888)

Temoerature R^me III(~b)
Here*

/ =
/% / f')0 ■' 7 /e ): Y

so that on using (#226), we have

%  ■■ y H !y\k

(#229)

1“
 ̂-̂yé V

To evaluate the above# ?;è approximate by % 
and use for j a- the témpéràtUr e dependence given by 
(#162); 1|̂ ; being proportional to T*"̂ , we have on
integrating

G
y " / Y

1 € 1& ?. 4?- Î
• r r 3[

(4,800)

Temnerature Ramre TV*
Before evaluating Q. , in this range it is as well

to consider whether in fact will appear# We have
wseen that Q. appears because of the presence of (̂ ). ̂ ./ . y

It is not surprising that Qy appears in ranges II and III 
since overlap of phonon-electron aoatterlng into the 
boundary and impurity ranges is likely. However, It

'f
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y--.™     86.
is unlikely that there \fill hé overlap of phohon- 
electron scattering into thé phonoh'rphonon range at 
high temperatures ('compare figure (7)% In fact, 
if all other mêchahlsme are negligible, it ‘would be 
possible to write the Boltzmann équation for thé . 
lattice distribution function (equation (4.102)) as

and thus ‘ would not appear# However, for the 
saké of completéîiess, this range is considered in the 
sane way as the others have been* Thus the second term 
of equation (#157) is retained but it is expected that 

should be small* We have from (4*157)

Hence, "Since (4*226) is Valid, we have

In the above, it must be remembered that since 
the temperature dependence of A  and X' is given by 
(4% 162)* Also, since both Ip and l^p are inversely 
proportional to the temperature (equations. (6*660) 
and (4* 107))# we have, on integrating (4*262),

O . r r 4  (4*266)V,-
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ÔHAOTER V.
5*1# In this section we consider the effect 

of the lattice perturbatidh on the electronic thermal 
conductivity and thérmo-eiéotric po?/er# In deriving 
the Integral équations (2#456) and (2# 457 ) for metals 
and semi-conductors it was assumed that the lattice 
distrihution function had its e#llihrium value %#
In the last chapter# however, we have* seen that this 
assumption is not valid since# as will he shown,' o

y % and 1b not negligible compared ?/lth
In eVaiusting (equation (2.415)), if instead

of writing Nq for we had substituted the right 
hand side of ë#àti6n (4# lOl)# then the fOllèwiiig 
expression would alSo have applared oh the right hand 
Bide of (#4Wy:^ ,

where // = - - .' /-r
I t  is easily shown that by repeating the procedure used 
to obtain (2; 427), -thO-%bove integral; m#%he sir^ ified , 
In fact, it  turns out that the integral Cquàtibn for 
metals " - -z

 ̂ X /f-r  r  ̂ 3.] -2. (yfh/ydz.Af, 4) -cry,ef-f-iZ jY  ̂_= A

and for semi-̂ conductorss
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j'Yri'"'' TdÿT - 85.

'pp4) ■<■J[kcCy') - y y  (6.103):: /\ /) ;
-r

the integrals on thé left hand sides of. equations 
( 5# 102 ) and ( 6% 106)̂  aris ihg from the departure of the 
lattloe from Ogullihrium. It will also he hot iced 
in* (SV'IOS) ’ thatvtM' liMifè of Z' are t L ana i V .
The reason for this has already "been given vih Ghapter 
IV# the integ3:*al involving  ̂ relating to a purely 
lattice effect.

Wè may how examine the oohsOquences of, writing the 
inte^al equation in the above form# and Obnslder how 
the electric and thèrmaî currents# d ahd %  # are 
affected* The equatiohs (5*108) and (5*106) are solved 
under the assumption that known. Following
Mafcinson# we Introduce a function (j) by 
writing the integrals on the left of (5.108) and (5*105)

'"'7* ;

the factors or / ) disappearing when
we are considering metals or seml-conduotora respectively, 
The solution k(y) of these integral equations isl̂ mow 
Witten as ,  ̂r\i _ (V _ i



m, ,« ®®*(7) J ; 7̂) and % 7̂) being the solutions
of the-integral equations when the left hand sides are

^ %replaced by E , E andŷ (y) respectively# If, now, 
equation (5,105) is substituted into the relations 
(5; 501) and (5*502) for 5" and We it turns out instead 
of (5%506) and (5&507), weWthin
J*=  ̂p '̂ v (6*106)

(5*107)-C ' J f cfx.  ̂%

where, as before# the K(m,n) are given by (5*506) and
L- - - 0 ^ /  ' •'■ y  y  ̂7 (5» 108 )

Using (5; 106) and (5*107) to re-evàluate (equation 
(5;512))# it is found that in ùdditiôn to the terms 
already obtained (equation (5*516)), a further two 
terms appear as is shown in the following equation*

oi
We thus have the ’̂correction*’ terms to the electronic 
thermal conductivity and Thomson coefficient due to the 
non-equilibrium of the lattice as

Y r (5.110)
and

. = /. (G.lll)S -k-
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leading to

S  '' /"?■ " ;  ' / W l )  (5. lis)
Thè K(m,n) being Imown, evaluation of the integrals 
win lead to the qaantitiea in which we are interested* 
Makihson has conaidared ' In the case of raetala and

I?/e refrain here from dlacuBsing it. In 5,8# ^
a#d are evaltiated for non-degenerate sémi^côhduotôre 

Fànd in ? 5V5# fOr metals. As in section 17#<r
each is evaluated in the particular temperature range.
 ̂ Non^ëÆ^èrate : S

At low temperatures we may neglect the integral on
the right of (5% 105) in comparison with, the first;; term.
Then# using (6.104) and (5.105) it turns out that Hie(ky oi)
zero order solutions ty), q (y) are the same as 
those given by equation (6.807)# - and so the
values of E(m#n) given by (6*666) apply - and that

= y  (3*801)
At high temperatures# neglecting the first term on the 
right of (5; 106) with respect to the integral# the high

Co) .

temperature values of C 7̂) (equation (6.106)) hold# 
and

c/Vjz) «= (8*808)

where In both (5*801) and (5*808) is glVen by (5*104).
We thus hâve hi at low and high temperatures;-



«

« , (5.SOS)■ ir

To evaluate we use in equation (5*104) the
values of b^( i z f ) which have already been obtained# 
Furthermore# we assume that we may use for b^(/zj)(p
the value which is obtained by assuming <= cy) to be

-equal to zero# This Is equivalent to calculating (d7 
under the assumption that the electron distribution 
function f has its equilibrium value fq# This as
sumption is analogous to the one introduced in the last 
chapter where bg(/ zr) was calculated using for the
expression obtained in the case where bj(/z/) was zero# 
In order to get a reliable solution of both bi(/zi) and 

# the simultaneous transport equations for N and 
f— would have to be solved but this has not psoved 
possible# However# it may be added that since the Lj_ 
occur in the numerators of our expressions for and 

# the largest contribution to these will come 
from the numerically largest term In our expression 
for bj( /z/)# This# in every ease# is the first terra# 
i#e# that term which gives rise to the kinetic form 
of the lattice heat conductivity#
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' Temæ raturer Rangé I#

We hâve from equation (4# 120 )
(5*205)

Substituting this in (6; 104) and remembering that D 
ia thé leUdingi^erm.^ we bhtain after integration

‘ y ^ g I^Y g )'-'- (s.306)

Inserting (6$ 206) in (5ÎÇ2O0)# and integrating over T
,j'T'kx,Â /fX^ r/$if ̂wens^e

4̂ 7-A' /?L: =

Nowi from equation (6#&10) we have

= l E ! V ,  (5'

Since j f  has the value 4kT (see
équations (0V067) and (0.008)) then,  ̂ n

Y = /Lrf/Z f q   ̂‘" ''"% r/W i)-4 a O  CkTiprOj

The aboVe expresslbn for H , may he simplified
i .oonsiderahly# tf we substitute for ^ from equation

(3# 620) then A  ̂ appears as a factor and this may be
replaced in terms of (see equation (4.149))#
The specific heat is introduced through (4#104) and

^ ;is written in Iterms of the carrier density 
( equation ( 0# 029) ); Finally, substituting for D and 

the relations (#428) and (2,429) add writing
(see equation (0,041))# then

A K f ' ' \ i



reduces to

ttsfcng kCW) » 7-J''". ±~. f-)\ i(k-T)̂/1/9 (-̂/
(equation (6% 857) )$ : Wè haVe on substitûting this and
{5i‘S07) in (È'.ilS)

V

I / XXI \ O  • XX(0 /

_/ /, X ^ 3> /rA )Vr )r4 OçT)̂c:)̂- ( g .  ^  )

Beipovlng the temperature independent quantities out
side the integral sign* we have on integration

sinoe is temperature independent In this range, 
Hepeating the procedure used to obtain in theQ
form (5VSÔ9)* it is foUnd that (6# 811) may he written
&8T' ' ' ,

Temneràture Bamce Iî(a).
_ %rÂ.C4 ̂ I  ̂o(T'

~ ~ llPr'  ̂ (6,918)
SO that equation (5# 806) ndw becomes

X'?) = (5.814) ̂ T'Â  ̂j' "
yielding  ̂ , <■#«,

4 ’■A-y ( 5 , ,
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Using (5*215) for Iif and Lo p we find, x ~i

Substituting pf c and introducing Cg, " as before
the above reduces to

 ̂~/f- 9 ■ ^ ' ( ' ^ )  (5. S16 )
Further*  ̂  ̂ _%r

XI / / /  ̂Uo 2> /r 'Îf££_̂  \ >  ̂-& ' . JL . '4rr/!yYG/^ r//' J'
which can be reduced to the simple form

(O = 1. Z. A. 9. (5.217)J < /r- ^

j, %
Since Qg -\Ar and n u Y~ , th0;integral which
must: be evaluated is

/  ̂ - / r c/r
-  %r

2/ = f. r '% ■ f Z.-

_  •'A '

by the same approximation used in deriving (4*220)* 
Hence, integrating (54217), we obtain finally

(B,S18)
gjetimemature! Ranae lilt a).

With, now,
(5.S1Î

o? rt  ̂ ^  t

we ean re- ôvalnate X 7̂) w a  eventually annlve at

T-X". 'h /f r *X'‘'0
J (6,890)

>.':::,«iW:Y*,Æ XvsXX»XXXXX:îXXS#YMsXX>îîXXii;iii®IS^



s *

We : thus have  ̂ ,^ o. <’ -V /, /o Ÿ i*>

- i-J- AIA-CA"-
Since iq Is temperature independent, the above inte# 
grates raàdilÿ and introduces a negative sign.
Simplifying the resulting ei^ression it is found that 

 ̂ (5i-sss)
We now consider the sitüatioh if the last two proeesséB 
odour at temperatitreB greater than the Debye temperature, 
fhe'expressions foiy^) remain Unaltered since the bg( / )
used to derive them remain the same (compare ranges 
îî(â)f (b)i and tïl(â), (b) in ohapter #  %^h#6 the 
part of bj( / SSI ) dependent on c(y') varies with the low and 
high tomperature values of Ĉy) )* However, quantities 
such as A  f will no# be temperature dependent (équation 
(#102) )V WO mast Use for hi the high temperature form 
(B*ÈG4)# Thus we obtain:^

Teiîmeràture:;:Hangge-'̂  11(b)

 ......... 4

In evaluating , ?/e imast use the high tempSr-
atuhe expressions for the K(ni,n)* The ratio

t) I
thus has the value SIcT so that on suhstituting; in
(b*S08) ana (5Y11S) we have  ̂ :

^  = -y- 9" J ' (6.884) ' r

..V.sY:
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'“ f - ' v ; -  ■Vf /6 y \5*

Since Og Is constant, integrating the above by the 
same method itæd to obtain (5*218)

/ 7*
'- i’Tî A' (5.886)

Tempegatuhe Rqnae ill(b)..
- , - A, = y„-©^ ■" " " '

yielding , î . ^X . ̂ J- . C ■/■ . X-./ejX" (3*8»
X   ̂  ̂ y.

, r., ,  t
= I. i ■ 1. C 'J t J r 7_ ■ u.r.»/i:7

whloh ■ 1) eoome s
= -Z-k 9 ^  [Arfi-h  ̂  (^*389)

Temnerature Razmè ÏV*
At those temperatures where the phonons scatter 

each other, we must use the high temperature expressions 
for ïijî and K(m,n)* We have (see equation ( 4.125 ) )

o/ /

so that
_  Â t4 (3-̂f) c/ /JttT f/X

D yVrT''»' 1
4,7 r A ^ -i* /X X  :: r r r r  I x J (5

Inserting this in ( ° ) and integrating

I. = \ar) ‘‘t'/'.-VS-.7-A ■ (3,881)
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Substitution of (5*231 ) In ( 5.20^ yields after simpll*̂  |
fieation |

3 (5.238)' V />\ kf

Also, after some manipulation
VQ = i. /ï. i X - , / _ i l  I"" Zf. «-r- (5.a

In (5*963 ) both Ip and; l^p vary as f"*l. Cg is temper
ature independent at ^ and the température dependence 
of Ty and A  is given by (4.159). The integrand 
therefore Varies as Hence integrating (5*233 ),
we finally obtain ^

9.̂  = - i ' h  "z

 ̂5# 5* Before proceeding to the evaluation of 4L for
metals, we should note the following* The expressions 
(5V518) and (5*112) for 4̂  and 9^ still hold* However 
in calculating them, we must remember that the lower 
limit of integration of the integrals K(mj»n) and Lĵ 
is replaced by - oo and that f^ is no longer the classical 
distribution but Is replaced by the Fermi^function 
(9%405), since the electron gas in a metal is degenerate*

f,*) . . â \Also the <̂7) and (y) contained in the E(m,n): and 
are the solutions of the integral equation for metals 

(5.109)* These solutions have been given by Wilson and
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the zero order solutions are at low temperatures5-

(?) = Â'

'YfV/I/Vo
and at high temperatures:-

'"'7̂ (5.301)

= xrYo)- (5.SOS)

= riY} ' (5.304)

Q % )  =|YI)>7) (5.508)

If we eïiTaStltute (S'.SOl) In (3.306) we obtain
K(.,.) ---̂J -, (rf. (5.506)

«a 7
This Integral bah he evaluated with the aid of the
following formula which is due to Sommer fell and 
Bethe (see, evg. Seitz p*147)

- ! ■  ■ ' (5.307)
Thus, integrating (5*606) we have f

- 7-^. (£j. r ‘[. '

The high temperature expressions for the K(m,n) are 
obtained by substitutihg (5#504) in (5*305) and sUb- 
sé(juently making use of (5*307)* It turns out that

- . f g ) v 7 , . ' X ' Y r j
ij,

i-

(5,308)



t2G.
Substituting (5% 507) in (#%316) we find

X / , .  _ r.i-t  ̂  ̂J (5**509)
and in deriving (5# 309) the second order term ( //) 
of (5V 307) has been Iholuded. Weglect of this, term
leads to equal to zero, so we see that and
hence are second order effect a in metals* In
serting (si 309) in (3* 318) we haVe the electronic 
contribution to the thermo-eleot^^io power as

< i ' " ’7rr (5*510)
A similar procedure leads to the high temperature
expression for V It is

^ (5*311)

and it should be noted that at ^ ̂  G involves
a term in A V / ) whereas at ^ the secon^border 
term in ) vanishes #

The evaluation of in that range where the
phonons are scattered by the conduction eieotrons has 
already been reported by ter Haar and Heaves (referred 
to hereafter as A)% We use here a more general 
method which enables to be calculated in all the
various soattering ranges.

We have from (5.104) © .

_0
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'̂-A

Eëplaoing/^^/ In (5* 302) by the above expression and 1
ri) -' ' '

inserting fj) in (5# 108) we have (cônaidering |
"z%  only since it is the quantity of interest) 3

‘■.■■’■z>.(é)’é(9P0fsr'

"0Ô
' * ' è-/„ / "*/!/.V fo is (ë T+X'*n) -v }' ' 80 that o/̂-» is

Thus (5.518) may be-wt>ltten aŝ
/ - -Vi.. r\^ sL /f/*' I VEL'f / - '■' ■*'■.”'7

-

The integration over y ̂ may be performed if we make 
use of the following identity which is due to Wilson
e P* 055; ^

PC'̂ '7c<’r , /
L ' T P P ^ )  ^

where ^

In (5#513), F(b) .# B , so that using (5*516), we have 
- kT 2. ) # z * Thus in (5*515 ) we may

write
-If L_ '-- / - i ^ — ^ r " ' r  (5.3

" #d>

where we have used the relation (5*514) 
Binçe e '-̂/(•A'̂0 v then (5*515) becomes

X"V / .r /f X \4  ̂7 z
/ . .=  7;.7V — /(VJ / / Y A j " B . . 0 1 7 )

............ ■ . ■ , ,, ,7 :



by (5V307)%
b , may now be calculated if bj(S) is assumed known*
We use for the bj(fs) the expressidns given by Makinson 
(p*4^y), and# as before# allow each mechanism to be dom
inant in its own rangé*

Temperature. Ban^eY 1*
When the phonons are scattered by the Sample 

boundaries# Màkinson gives bg(#) as
.  ̂" f"*'7  • Y; (5.818)

Inserting (5k 318) in (5* 317) and rémémbering that D 
is the leading term unde the integral sign# then

7 - 'r ■ f " YJY/' (e. 319)

Using the leading term of (5.307) for 'K{\,h )# then 
from (BkllB) we have

ft, • r i ‘
The above may be simplified as follows* We introducB 
Igp through equation (4*149)# Og through (4134) and 
write for D and ^ their values given by (2*488) and 
(8#408) respectively* Thus

At low temperatures is ^  • Also Og and l^p
are proportional to T^ and respectively. Hence inte
grating (5*320)

r-i.'



* \'i
Q.r = -■ —  9' - f ~ y  (7/ -e /9s- (x-./) '5i5‘

% "i'Ÿk'i"̂, (5V3SS)

/is related to the eleetron density m by (8*107). 
Using this (S%621) may be written in the still 
simpler form

Y  ' " "" '̂ 7

Temperature; Range III a).
When the Conduction eleotrens soatter the 

phonons# we have (cbx#are Makinson p* )
‘/ - > - 7 1 y 0 ! 7 x s

f is related to #1by (see egüation*(8.406), (8,414), 
and (S'.4S9))' ■

‘ 7'T/ < O
SO that '• c<T

° (5,385)
Substitution of (F.385) in (5.517) yields
 ̂ Y Yi/A (5*584)
3 therefore arrive at

' \ k'-k̂'Oki .7, fr'Qĵ ‘ y /y(o) ̂aA) • cb* a )
This Integral can be simplified considerably. Wè 
replace and D by (2#435) and (2*488} and introduce
the Specific heat C . Then

%
-' 'Jhr' ̂ (5.384 b)



7, 100.
Q  ̂1.1 . 9 ./Ci<- .̂■•3 < .<"7, ü,.// (6.595)

since C_ t3.b
Again introdixcing the carrier density "by (2# 107),

a 9 (5.596)

It should he noted that ecguation (39) of paper A can 
he written in this form if Og and n are introduced, 
the different numerical constahts being due to the 
different methods of evaluation*

TempeyatUre Range IlJt(a)-..
We use here the notation we have used for semi- 

eonductors and write drIt' & V 2. ̂ ^  (5.587)
(compare with Makinson*s term in J )
Thus , ^

e x / ; / " # . /

and

and using the method employed to find (5*321), this 
can he written '  ̂^  ̂,

= i -Jz A' ^  ^  (5.588 h)
varies as T̂ , l._ as T"*̂  so that on integrating theo



G. 58
aboirë X.) & .

" 2'A'Â 'JTi, (A) A ' (
if wé assume that
Introducing thi Carrier density n, (6*689) 'becomes 

Q = I. -y . ^. Yhl'f./̂r (5.350)

If we wish te consider the last two processes at 
temperatures “ > c9 , then we can no longer use (5*518) 
for the hi# instead we must suhstitute the high 
temperature form of C 7̂) in (5*108), obtaining

remains unaltered so that instead of equation (5*515)
we arrive at j jt^ 5 /Ty / / /n ) / “ Z-' ^7

= -' Aôyr-C-T̂ l (6.001)

Making uSe of the identity (5*314) with F(B) now equal 
%to. B , (5&551) becomes on integrating over y ,
7 = i-féï'h'CyhYh'yy , ,̂ (̂6.338)

Y.O
T

f emnerature Ran^e 11(b)#
The expression (5v585) for bj ( %) remains unaltered* 

Substituting it in (6.538) we now Have instead of (5*584), 
= (a.533)1,

To evaluate , since  ̂> <3̂ , we must use the high 
temperature form of the K(m. n)* Hence, carrying only

■Y 7 Ï i Y- 9 '
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the leading term of (5.308),

, / yi< ®
S  ' Y Y

This integral is exactly the same as (5.524a) and so 
can he reduced to (5*324 *b). The difference this time, 
of course, is that Og is now temperature independent# 
Thus, if phonon-eleotron scattering occurs at ^ ^

or , / Q r
M (5*335)

Temnerature Ranp:e Ill(h).
We have equation (5.327) for hg(z) and substitution

of it in (6k332) yields at T> 0

Using (5*308) for K( ̂  % ) and neglecting the second 
order term,  ̂z  ̂, ro), „ ,

which is the same, as (5*328a) and can be simplified 
to (5.328 b); Og will now be constant and the temper
ature dependence of ^  is given by (4.132). However, 
L-é312) can no longer be used for / * In fact, we

/# 2 0/Z . , o

so that the above integral becomes



-ei’-'
' ' ' ' 7' -:.K, ■ 7 , ' - ‘ ■ ' • ■ .'•• " .,. V ■ • .• i » > ..••;■ • k 1 " '• ,n ' , ,n . . ■" !'■ •> cr  ̂ , ' <

"  U“ryy(?z-tô^ .

1
i . -A 5 .v/hieh’. is / t-

ïntegrating» we obtain

or by (SU07) r.,
#' Y' A  ̂ (5,538)

Temper attiré Rangé TV.
Makinson gives

4,-f') = ('/■'S< (3.359)

In the range where the lattice waves mutually scattef 
each other and subsequently replaces Yf, r) by 
^ ̂  (compare équation (4# 107)) * Thus, as in
semi-conductors, v/e Use

kO
- -  A  (6.040)

whore 1_ ie GT“'̂,
If"(5^340) is'inserted in (5^339) we find

L. - {'-zfi (».««)t ®
and (3.341) with (5**508) yields

éhich, upon the introduction of Qg and lép# can be 
reduced to

r
• i-.

-Z.7.Z-L:



I
1. ! ̂  ■ l.Q.Yt iJiy.P.^T

 ̂ (5.34S)
Integrating (5*342), since thé temperature dèpând- 

enoe of  ̂ is given by (4#32l),
' -. -i. -1. Ĉ. P. fjl Y.P (5.S43)

V -e 4“/- /,,, ̂=1-7J
which, in terms of the electron density, is

Z)=-i.-L.'i.1j7. hi (
^  - r5/

S.e



104.
GIIAPTBR VÎ.

DlscuBfilon. \
(i)" Semi-Gonduotore.
At high températures, the electrioal oenduetIvlty^ 

is given by (3&53l)-# If we write
% n (6*101)

where yx is the carrier mobility, then, as far as 
the leading term of (6*331) Is conoerned, since l^p 
varies as the mobility follows the usual T
power law* The temperature dependence of is al
most entirely determined by the temperature variation 
of n, In (2*488) if we substitute for m# the free

-y TOelectron mass and put then D is ̂  10-r**'̂
The correction term in (3.331) is thus small*

At low temperatures, the increase in resistivity due 
to the decrease in oarrier density is accounted for by 
the temperature dependent factor n in equation (6*348).

oSince lA Varies as T-, the mobility at low tempe raturas 
goes as T which is in agreement with the result 
derived by Gonwell and Weisskopf* In general, it 
may be said that the formulae (3*351) and (5* 548) agree 
at least qualitatively, with the experimental deter
minations of ^ %
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The electronic •feermal ebnduotivity is negligible 
in comparison with t W  lattice component. If we 
consider (5:# 553) then we may put lep ̂  at high
têmpèratùréGV' HehCek 'doing the free electron mass, and

- ' ' ,6assuming the carrier den# it y to he of the order of 
per , then Heported measure
ments (Scanlon and Ùohnsoh) indicate that at high 
temperatures the thermal oonductiVity is of the order
, *r 6 ' ‘ ! c  /,of/0-/0 and thus it is the lattice which Is

mainly responslhle for heat conduction in semi-con
ductor# At *?“> "̂4 4 according to equatiion
(#168)^ neglecting for the moment, the second term of
that equation* The specific heat per Unit volume Is

' 4 ' .  ̂ ; ' ' àr ' ' ' '*and' since , the free path
due to phonon-phonon scattering must he of the order of

T.,' ' - : ' - : " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .  ̂ '/Ô to account fOr the ohserved VàlUès of ^ *
However, it is to he expected that at very high temper
atures, where  ̂ may increase rapidly due to intrinsic 
excitation, ^ may heoome appreciable. For a semii- 
conductor where hoth electron and hole conduction occur, 
the contrihutton ^  due to Price must also he included,
and may possihly he of the same order as ^  k

0 ‘
The formulae which we have derived for ^  in 

semi-conductors all take the same form âe the second 
term involved in our expressions for ^ in the Various



temperature ranges. Thus our expressions for ^
now become

B§nge^ ^  j' ^ ~ ~ i r  (b
-%r

rie />
.- kr ̂ '4

/6
(6*108)

mm. u .- :.9<% /?)"/» - ^ 9 ^ V/?lV' (6-103)h J /r yrrAJ^^kr u

fe.. . 4. A. ?
A'

"J* (6*104)

Oonelclering (6.104) first,, then the ratio of the
second term to the first (neglecting sign) is 

J± . UĝéfTT ^
which becomes, when thé value ĉs/ŝc

vU,, -/6
'X/

by (4.152). Since 7->o , we see that for not too large 
carrier densltieë (< ) the second term is small com
pared to the first. Of coursfj when is large
degeneracy sets in and then the second term in ^ dis
appears and the Fermi^Dirao distribution must be used
to evaluate ^  . Similarly the ratio of the second

0

to the first term in each of (6.101), (6.108) and 
are respectively

-/y

-/y /Î
'yj  /o -

-ty ri  ̂9po . -

’ A
-àf- /»
•i'. Ù//y

/•
A s ’ /• '

(by egun. (5.589))



Again we see that the second terms will be small# 
blit not necessarily negligible, compared to the first#
The Carrier density therefore plays an important role 
in the-evaluation of the thermal Conductivity, the 
oonduotivity being smaller the higher the value of n 
This is in good qualitative agreement vfith the table of 
results qpdted by Frederikse and reproduced in Table I# 
Herb-'we' see' that the. conductivity is decreasing with 
increase of carrier density (ike# decrease of resist- 
Itivity)# In this connect ion, equation (6# 108) should
be noted. If the second term is neglected with respect
to the first, then by equation (5,#389), we sééÿ|hât in the 
range where the phonons are scattered by the conduct ion 
electrons, the lattice conductivity is inversely pro
portional to n # This again agrees with the conclusions 
which can be deduced from Frederikse*s table.

m
C#A *f»f A'
3-0

vPf'Y /cm**:) 
^o“/C -YÔ/C

3 /. 0 Ofiny - C /n . , fi-r r-s~ S'-i If -a J'j"

c 0-V6 5 /O')" - r-f 3 3"
3 Ô-  ̂Î 1 /O')" - 4'-r 3’?’ .3*r
/=■ O • O Û S" '• c ■ ^ '7 46 4 J*3 Jo ^'3

Unfortunately, FréfterikBe * does not quote the 
carrier densities for his various samples# Measure* 
ment a of the thermal cohduc t ivity of semi-conductors 
of varying impurity ïoQntènt are few. Rd|ehberg has
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measured the thermal çônduotivity of a very high purity 
sample of germanium (60 oAm-c^ j and decluoba from his 
results that there is ho evidence of phonon-eleotron 
scattbringf Hov/eVer, in a sample of such high resist- 
itivity the carrier concentration is sh low that It is 
not surprising that the phdnon-electron meohahism 
does hot appear* Also the measurements by Goldsmid 
have been made at temperatures where phonon-electron 
scattering is less likely than other mechanisms* It 
seems, therefore, that further verification of the 
theory will come from a series of measurements per
formed on,, say, germanium samples containing different 
impurity content, the experiments to be carried ott in 
the température rangé from 800% down#

GphBidering the temperature variation of the con
ductivity, we see from the éguatlons (6*103), (6*102) 
and (6.101), that, according to the leading terms, in 
the impurity range ; the conductivity increases as , 
if we assume that follows the law and is
constant* ~ In that range where phonon-electron scat-2,
taring occurs, ^ will go as T - ̂ according to
*102), and finally in the boundary range will vary assT . è The curve thus peaks which is in agreement with 

Rosenbprgfs results nhd also with what may be deduced 
from Fredériksè'̂ s data*
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The increase in thermo-electric power of semi

conductors has been observed by several workers, notice
ably Fredorikse, 0ebâlle, and Hull, Woods and Mooser . 
Figure (8) is a reproduction of the results obtained 
by '#red#qikse * We have obtained in the same
form as but in some cases the sign, is different.
In obtaining 9̂ , for aemi-conductors,' we made 
the same approximations in their deriyetion, so that if
it is found that V %  then the process: giving riseé I
to "Çy must be thé dominant one and vice-versa.

It was expected that at high temperathreB, the 
new contributions and to the thermo-electric
power would be small* This seems to be the case since 
equations (4; 855) and (5# 854) together yleldft

-_7/5. 9 y A - A  Ÿ/
V / A \ "- /(

*. BÏïïnù J
d assuming then this is, provided ip.

l^p are of the same order which seems likely,

(6.105)
and since the thermo-power of semi

conductors is of the order of 7»,,/̂- volts, we see that for 
0 -v3oo  ̂ and s-oo K contribution from (6.105.)
is negligible, which is gratifying since the high temper
ature thérmo-powér is well understood.
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We now consider the situation at temperatures below 
the Debye temperature. In the boundary scattering 
range we see that the contribution is ( oee egUâtions 
(4.817) and (5.818)). ' ^

JIL. Yi.A-Y f-Ÿ
From the data of Bstermann and Weertman, it seems th&t 

/o / K about ho h: 80 that the
above becomes ^

_ k.jP-7 * -4 I (6,106)
•el 4/ J

since -e//"?  ̂• At ~='° ̂ (6.105) 1.ieoomes

and so the ratio will bé important since it is
not unlikely that it may be of the order of, say,
Thus the o ontr ibu t ion to Q would be  ̂ mi 111- 
volt s/degree.

Of the formulae which have been derived for Qÿ, 
those in which the phonons are scattered by the 

conduction electrons are the most interesting. Com
paring equations (4.881) and (5.818) it is obvious that

A: V(4*881) is the more important since /j' is small for 
a semi-conductor. Since Ï is negative in a semi
conductor, Q is:megativ6. This is the term derivedQ
by Frederikse and it seems that he is in error in con-



sidëring to be the main contrïbuttoii to the
?

Increase In thermo-power* He derives* hla aquations ;
(so) and (Si) in the form (5*106) and (5*107)*
Hov/eyer, in proceeding to the equation (23) of his

ic '■paper, he makes a mistake in the sign of the term — ^' K * ^
He attributes the increase to the non-equilibrium 
of the lattice, whereas it has been shown in
that the non-equilibritim of the lattice still persists -
in metals, where there is no increase in Q at low temper- 
,âtüres* It appears that the better explanation of the 
increase is to be attributed to which, as has been
shown in , only manifests Itself when the electron
gas is non-degenerate* Ther|nerit Of this interpre-

■ Y ; - . ‘ ;
tation is obvious* %  is not expected in metals
and degenerate semi-conductc» and in this connection 
sample F of figure (a) is interesting. This curve 
is starting to rise slightly, but according to Frederikse, 
it has a degeneracy temperature of 55%. As is seen 
from the diagram, around this temperature the curve 
falls off. This may be interpreted as the disappearance 
of Ç with the onset of degeneracy, and thus the 
transition from classical to quantum statistics is of 
prime importance. This should be compared with the 
saturation effect discussed by Herring*

The formula (4*221) agrees well qualitatively with 
Ffèderiksé*s durveC, i.e. larger Q valuee for smaller



lie*
carrier densities. However, we can make no 
quantitative comparisons since we have been unable to 
procure sufficient data concerning  ̂ . We have

For 9 (Qif̂  data of garrott), and A
this Is

; 3 - Z .Q ^  /Û vc-̂h/oK
which is too large by a factor 10. The situation 
is correspondingly worse for lower carrier densities. 
Although the theory is wrong quantitatively in this 
region, nevertheless it does emerge that the scattering 
of phonons by the conduction electrons is extremely 
important. It may be added here that MacDonald, 
working from fundamental principles, has shown that a 
contribution to Q proportional to "  ̂ will appear, 
but he was unable to explain the situation with 
respect to metal theory* The present theory is 
reasonably successful in this aspect.

Finally, when impurity scattering becomes important, 
we have <âg + Q^p(see etpations (4.224) and (5.222)) as

In this range Gg is probably 
Hence for T » 100%, say and O A
above becomes
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wMoh is appreciable even when A  and. l^p are of 
the same order.

The temperature dependence of Qg follows roughly 
that indicated by figure (8). Thus, in the impurity 
range Q increases as T , passes through a maximumo
as the nhonon-eleotron range becomes important and falls 
as T in the boundary range.

Lastly it is pointed out that the fore-going 
theory is applicable to A ' type non-degenerate semi
conductors, the only difference being that the signs
of Qe, ^  and Q@g will change in the like ranges*

(ii) Metals.
In metals, only Qoo* appears. This term appears

because of the non-equilibrium of the lattice and thus 
is more important in those metals where the interaction 
between the lattice vibrationals insufficient to main
tain equilibrium. Such metals will have an appreciable 
lattice component of thermal conductivity and show large 
deviations from the Wièdemanii-Franz law. In good metals, 
on the other hand, the free electrons are such good 
carriers of heat that the effect of the lattice vibrat
ions is swamped. The perturbation bj(z) of the lattice 
oscillators is thus effectively zero and does not 
appear. Even if Qeg does appear in good metals it is 
expected to bè'small and this is borne out by the theory
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since each of the expressions ^5.388)# (5*526), (5*550) 
and (5.544) vary inversely as the carrier density and 
in the monovalent elements the carrier density is 
large*

Only in one range do Qeg> Gict in conjunction* 
This is in the high temperature range where we have
(5,344) k k\

Since ^ f  , and Ip, le-p vary as we see
this is decreasing with increasing temperature* In
serting  ̂  ̂ ^ ro--tyj then the above
is not negligible in comparison with This affords
an explanation of the behaviour of bismuth where, ac
cording to Batons results, Q decreases with increasing 
temperature and also appears at low temperatures to be 
changing sign. Thus the Contribution given by (5.525), 
(5.526), and (5.55Ô) must dominate the normal term 
(5*511). This has been discussed in paper A where it 
is shown that Qeg Can be g±vater than %  in the range 
6i45 G to 2.5 (2) , considering ohly the phonon-electron 
mechanism. Also the sign reversal of caesium may be 
accounted for by the introduction of (5.526) into the 
formula for the thermo-electric power. Copper and 
lithium show positive signs whereas the normal theory 
predicts the opposite It can be shown that the low 
temperature expressions for could be greater than



Qg but than the presenoe of the negative sign in 
('6̂ '544)' leaveŝ :the situation largely.unexplained#
Besides copper and lithium are both good eleotronlo 
conductors and would not be expected on the present 
theory to show large iralUeqt̂ pf 4 However, manganin 
and german*-»ailvar have large lattice heat currents and 
are expected to show the positive sign*

The work of Gurevich should be mentioned* He has 
considered phonon-electron scattering and has found at 
low temperatures a tjerm of. opposite sign to the normal#
This additional component he finds to vary as which 
is in good agreement with (5.526)* At higher temper
atures he finds it varies as which disagrees with 
(6%555) which shows a logarithmic variation of temper
ature but does agree with (5*544) although then# the 
signs are in jdisagreem®^*

hack of sufficient relevant data has, prevented a 
more Quantitative comparison of the present theory with 
experiments Many criticisms may be levelled at the 
present theory* , In purticuler it seems that the work 
should bo extended to cover the situation when the electron 
gas in a semi •‘̂conductor becpmea degenerate* ; A sim
ultaneous solution of the Boltmann cQuations for the 
lattice and the electron distribution functions would 
improve matters in this respect* Also^ when mixed
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scattering occurs, such as in the overlap of the 
phonon*^electron mechanism into the phonoh-houndary 
range, it would he ah improvement of the theory hot 
to consider to he dominant hut to coi#pUhd a free
pUth according to # Introduction of
the vast amount of data avallahle on the hand theory 
of semi-conductors into the présent theory, while intro
ducing new difficulties, shOuld, nevertheless, in the 
long run, produce hettèr theoretical results*

A systematic series of experiments carried out 
oh semi-conductors would help to clear up the difficult
ies involved* In particular, measurements of electrical 
and thermal conductivities, Hall constants, and thermo- 
powers on thé same sample, should yield suffioieht data 
to enable more quantitative results of the present theory 
to he calculated* The most interesting results should 
come from those semi-cOnduotors which become degenerate 
as the temperature is lowered* Altogether, the diffi
culties involved in the handling of a many-bodied 
problem are greats but from the experiments indicated, 
a better uhderstanding of the physical processes involved 
Should emerge*
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a*

A mechanism which leads to an increase in the 
electronic- thermal conductivity has been pointed out by 
priced He suggests that# in addition to their: kinetic 
energy# thé carriers will, also transport their ion- 
iŝ ation energy# He derives this contribution ^  to 
the thermal cdndhCtiVity to be

(ftAi

where 4 is the energy gap or ionisation energy# c c 
are numerical constahts and b% and b̂ # are the mob
ilities of the holes and electrons# it is immediately 
pbyious Ægm (#1) that is zero wheneyer one of the 
môbilities is zero* $n our model where the- effect of 
holes has been neglected# this will be the case so 
no Qôhtï'i'biition to the ■ thermal cpndùotlvity is

Pp6hl,loh and Elttel ke# suggested that will 
always he present ana he related to ^  hy

f.-i(u)' d,8)
This equation is derived as follows:- If is the 
heat capacityt the âverage velooity of^the electrons 
and 1 their mean free path then from the kinetic theory 
of; gases

% ; ■ O. s.)



evaluate they used foi* the oaprier déhelty n 
the expression , y,

(1,4)n

10 <Qw# (eVg.' ter Eaar pk
y C w )

1 It follows from (Ï.4) and (1

 ̂G j 'r  =r /?û2. • (1.6)
and (1.8) follows readily.

It * seems to us, however, that when only oné kind 
of eharge earrier is present ^  should be zero* This 
is readily understood If we oOnsider the foll#ing#

the ' élGoti#nio thermal dond#tivity is "defined
. .. ^  ̂

as the negative of the boèffioiènt of ̂  under the eon- 
dit ion that no èieçtfiqal current flows* Then the 
relevant equatioïufor current flow and heat flow are 
(compare e<#ationf (5*501 ) and (5*508) )

j= - - ^ y (1.7)

= /I A/"' (1.8)
= Xo 'Y«

vâepe n Is the x-ooiapohettt of the eleotrhn velootty, 
the absolute magnitude of mhich is C and do à - volume
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element of velocity spape* Using (Î.7) it is aéen 
that (l$8) may be written

w ^ ^ f Wĵ (1*9)

Since J #a 0,: we see that w « We or that ŵ  and hence 
are zéro in our model which agrees with tho con- 

elusion derived from (IVi)'*
This disagrees with the result ( 1*2) derived by 

Frohlioh and ÎCittèl, and the reasoh v/hy th## -simple 
kinetic relation does not hold is the following# 
Ê4iûtion (I# 2) is derived on the assumption that the 
carrier density is constant# However# as Soon as the 
carrier concentration depends on the position in the 
semi-conductor# as it does when there is à téJï^ratùré 
gradient across the sample# to ensure that the con
dition 0 holds# Care must be exercised to see that 
the number of carriers crossing a glVen unit area per 
unit time from the to the +x direction is CqUal to 
thé number of carriers crossing the same unit area per 
unit time from the fX to the -x direction.

The term - will not give â contribution to the 
thermo^electrio power either or even to the rate of
heat acoumulat ion ^4 ' ainee as- can be seen from (5; 519)
neithor d nor ̂  depèhd on T or x#

I' .. V .
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Appendix

Between the varioua thermpeleotric effects (Seebeck 
effect, Peltier effect and tEhomson effect) there exist 
certain thermodynamic relations, derived by Ihomson in 
18%. end known as the Kelvin relations. In the thesis, 
use is made of one such relation coxmeoting the 
thermoelectric power Q and the Thomson coefficient |i, viz:

9  = / f

However Q nay be calculated directly from the expressions 
(equations (3.306) and (5.106)) for the electric current 
J. (Wilson, «Theory of Metals”, p. 204). If in (3.306) 
we set J s 0, then on open circuit in a homogeneous 
isotropic metal there is an electric field ^  given ty

- -e

Yàneare

(x

Then the thermo-electric power Q mey be shown to be given by

Q = - ^

Consider now equation (5.106) vhich includes the term taking 
account of the non-equilibrim of the lattice. Putting



J s= 0, we obtain
«) J* / /- ^

SO that the tiiermoelectric power is now Q » Q. + with ̂ ® eg

V -e KCi’i)

The values of Q obtained from the last formula are then 
found to differ from those derived from ^
(equation (5*112) )> e^eoially with regard to sign# Our 
attention was drawn to this discrepancy by Dr# E# H# Sondheimer 
to ̂ ihom we are indebted for the following e3q)lanatipn of 
the failure of the theory#

iVhen the eleqtrio and thermal currents are written in 
the form (3*306) and (3.307), the s;pmetry relation K(^ , ^) * 

 ̂  ̂holds, this relation being a well-lmown example of 
the Onsager reciprocal relations (see e#g# 8# R# de Ckoot 
"Theimodynamics of irreversible Processes” p*6, p# 142-145# 
or D. ter Haar. «Elements of Btatiatical Mechanics p#396-398)# 
Hie Kelvin relations among the thermoelectric effects are 
then a consequence of the Qnsager relations, If the 
distribution functioh of the lattice departs frm its 
eqvdlibrim distribution, then equations (3#306) and (3#30?) 
must be modified and (5.106), (5*107) result# These



equB,tions are

V  - fc ( I

ibr the Onsager relations to hold would require
!C ([' 2 ") f

and this is obviouigly untile# Since the Onsager 
relations must hold there must he an inoonsisien^ in the 
assumptions used in deriving the above equations for 
tlie currents#

The following proof, establishing the validity of 
the Onsàger reciprocal relation for the problems discussed 
in the thesis * is due to Dr# Sondheimer# The basis of 
the proof lies in the variational method of the solution 
of the Boltzmann equations for the electron and lattice 
distributions, f and N (see Wilson, "Theory of Metals” 
Chapter X)# Dr# Sondheimer considers the mutual 
scattering of electrons and lattice vibrations î other
interactions effecting the electrons oniy or lattice

\

waves oniy can be included but do not affect the argument# 
The perturbed distributions f and K are written in the

form
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f

The rates of change of f and N due to collisions where 
both and are non-zero are given by expressions of 
the foim

U L  - - ^
vi?.ere , etc*, are Integral operators whose explicit 
forms need not be given here* In (2), (/), Xî  (V)
are l\2notions of ̂  , I*̂  ( ̂  ) i are functions of f *
It is sufficient to note that the forn of these operators 
is such that, for any functions F and G-, we have the relations

J A J 4

J  P (k) C '̂) ^  ̂ J  0 Cf) /-J (^') ^  f

J Col ̂I - Cf)

These relations (3) are generally, valid and may be proved
mthout making sinpliiying assumptions* (See Wilson
Chapter X for the proof of the first of these relations)* 
iky particular version of the theory, to be consistent, 
must conform to these relations*

Now, vizriting

r;)
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^ . (-̂ f ̂ r.̂̂- f ) fl *
\ r*y

yiT = y  / -4 7-.j~- f 2^ f - ^  ’̂ /  ■

then ^ I / i fJi| ^ are the solutions of the sdmA&taneous 
Boltzmann eqiiations

' ÙA' = J-,(<i>) P (*■)

*>/ 
A"'. P = i-i(V') 4- U)

o -- 4' (v)

- «, 7: Jr -- 3̂ •4 (S')

# i# o  ig  the 3#(^%oh#t:-:ôf, veldo i#-.p f -an Tele#rô%

411 the x-çoïïponent of v#lool%. of a Ihttiëé wavet The 
eleqtric and heat Oinr'ehto J and W are- then evaluated in 
iiae usual way and the resulting è3q?ressiona tékO thé form 

7 =  ̂X )j + ^ f yi, ' f̂)

where, in particular

' ̂ p'A' 0̂ - V* 1? • ̂ r„)

The Second term in arises frc# thé lattice heat currmt* 
Using (6) and (8) we haVe
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the last term in (l 2) being zero on account of ( Y ). 
Using the syoaetry relations (3), (12) reduces to

whence, using (5)

*>->p

Thus it is seen that the Onsager relation is true as a 
consequence of the syimetry relations (3)*

He^-examining the assumptions made in the thesis in 
conjunction with the above proof it is clear where the 
approximations break down# , In chapter 4, b_, (z) was 
calculated using for c(y ) its yalue calculated on the
assumption that b.(z) was zero* in chapter 3» ̂ vïtxss aac* w *  j j i i  # X.̂
was calculated using for b^(z) its value obtained on the 
assumption that c(y ) was zero* These assumptions ('whicix, 
it may be added, have been used by previous authors) were 
made to sbiplüy the problaa but, as Dr# Tîondheimer has 
shown, they are such as to violate the second symmetry 
relation (3) and hence violate the Onsager reciprocal 
x'elation and the Kelvin relations* When the work for the 
thesis was performed, it x’vas not, of course, realised that
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the Onsager reciprocal relation had been violated* Many 
of the results obtained in the thesis are therefore 
meaningless*

As stated in the thesis# and further emphasised by 
Dr* Sondheimer, in order to obtain reliable and self- 
Consistent results the solutions of the two simultaneous 
integral equations for the electron and lattice distributions 
must be considered*

The consequences of DT* Sondheimer observations may 
be far-reaching as a criticai re-examination of the 
basic, theory of transport phenomena in metals and semi
conductors seems to be indicated*


